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Abstract
Recently, a new viewpoint on the classical c-boundary in Mathematical
Relativity has been developed, the relations of this boundary with the confor-
mal one and other classical boundaries have been analyzed, and its computa-
tion in some classes of spacetimes, as the standard stationary ones, has been
carried out.
In the present paper, we consider the notion of isocausality given by Garc´ıa-
Parrado and Senovilla, and introduce a framework to carry out isocausal com-
parisons with standard stationary spacetimes. As a consequence, the quali-
tative behavior of the c-boundary (at the three levels: point set, chronology
and topology) of a wide class of spacetimes, is obtained.
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2
1 Introduction
Recently, a new viewpoint and definition of the notion of causal boundary (c-
boundary, for short) ∂V of a spacetime V have been developed in [6]. In the case
of spacetimes which are (conformal to) standard stationary ones, such a boundary
has been extensively studied in [7], where the c-boundary is also carefully connected
with other boundaries which appear naturally in Differential Geometry.
The machinery introduced in [6, 7] is enough to compute explicitly the c-boundary
in many cases. Nevertheless, from a practical viewpoint, the c-boundary points may
present quite a few of subtle (and bothering) possibilities for general spacetimes.
This also happens in other simple boundaries. For example, the elementary Cauchy
boundary of a (positive-definite) Riemannian manifold, regarded as a metric space,
may be non-locally compact —and such a property can be transmitted to the c-
boundary. Of course, one does not expect that, in realistic spacetimes, all type
of pathological mathematical properties will hold. In principle, a qualitative de-
scription of the c-boundary (with some criteria to understand at what extent some
types of pathologies may exist) would be enough for many purposes. In the present
article, this idea will be carried out by comparing the c-boundary of broad classes
of spacetimes with the c-boundary of well-behaved standard stationary spacetimes.
For this aim, the notion of isocausality in the sense introduced by Garc´ıa-Parrado
and Senovilla [10] (see also [9, 11, 12, 13]) will be used sistematically.
Roughly speaking, two spacetimes are called isocausal when, by using a pair of
diffeomorphisms, the timecones of the first one can be seen inside the timecones
of the second one, and viceversa (see Definition 4.1). This includes the case of
conformal equivalence (where a single diffeomorphism and its inverse are used) but
isocausality is much more flexible. Even though this notion is simple, isocausality
is also a subtle concept. For example, most of the steps of the so-called causal
ladder of spacetimes are preserved by isocausal spacetimes [10] but not all of them
[9, Section 3.2]. And, recently the authors exhibited an example of two isocausal
spacetimes with different c-boundaries [5].
In spite of this last result (or perhaps because of it), we will show that the notion
of isocausality is useful in order to analyze the c-boundary of some general classes of
spacetimes. In fact, when a spacetime V is isocausal to a simple standard stationary
one Vcl (whose c-boundary ∂Vcl is known from [7]), a very interesting information
on the c-boundary ∂V of the original spacetime V is obtained. Roughly speaking,
∂V will be at least as rich as ∂Vcl. This means that ∂V contains the elements of
∂Vcl but perhaps some of these elements are “enlarged” —more precisely, ∂Vcl is
isomorphic to certain quotient of ∂V . Under simple hypotheses (expected to hold
in the physically relevant cases) such enlargements are reasonably controlled.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the notion of c-boundary
introduced in [6], as well as some general elements of Finsler manifolds which are
necessary for the computation of the c-boundary of a stationary spacetime. In
Section 3 we consider the expression of a standard stationary spacetime endowed
with an additional time dependent factor α˜(t). This expression may be interesting
by itself (for example, in order to write the c-boundary when the condition (3.2)
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does not hold, extending the results in [7]). In this paper, such an expression
will allow to make isocausal comparisons easily. For this purpose, we rewrite the
known expressions of the c-boundary of a standard stationary spacetime (computed
explicitly in [7] for the case α˜(t) ≡ 1) taking into account such a factor. In Section 4,
after explaining the notion of isocausality, the framework for isocausal comparison
with a standard stationary spacetime is introduced. Choosing α˜ ≡ 1 and α˜ ≡ α < 1
we obtain two metrics gcl, gop which satisfy: (i) gcl ≺0 gop, i.e., the timecones of the
former are narrower than those of the latter, and (ii) both metrics are conformal
and, thus, isocausal. Any metric g with gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop is then isocausal to gcl
(and gop) and, so, our aim will be to relate the c-completions V¯cl and V¯ for gcl
and g, resp. According to [7], as gcl is standard stationary, its c-boundary ∂clV
can be constructed by using a Finsler metric F (the Fermat metric), which will be
also compared in this section with a parameterized Finsler metric Ft associated to
g. In Section 5 the relation between the future boundaries ∂ˆclV and ∂ˆV (as well
as between the past boundaries ∂ˇclV and ∂ˇV ) is analyzed, and in Section 6 the
relation between the full c-boundaries ∂clV and ∂V is achieved. In the remainder
of this Introduction, we give a heuristic explanation of these relations.
The possibility that two isocausal spacetimes may have different c-boundaries
is explained carefully in [5]. There, we considered three metrics gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop
on R × R− such that gcl and gop are conformal to the usual one g0 = −dt2 + dx2.
So, the c-boundary ∂clV (≡ ∂opV ) is homeomorphic and naturally identifiable to the
conformal boundary of (R×R−, g0) in R2, i.e. the line x = 0, plus two lightlike lines
that will be irrelevant for our discussion (Figure 1). The metric g and its boundary
∂V requires a somewhat involved construction (see the details in [5]). When one
considers the boundary point P0 = (0, 0) ∈ ∂clV , and try to relate it with some
point of ∂V , one realizes that P0 is stretched in a bigger piece of boundary, which
we called the strain of P0, Str(P0)(⊂ ∂V ). In this particular example, Str(P0) is
naturally a lightlike segment (see Figure 2 left) but, in general, its structure may
be more complicated. So, we prefer to represent it conceptually as in Figure 2
right. Obviously, one could refine this example, introducing more strains for other
points, obtaining so the “skeleton” structure of Figure 3. Clearly, ∂Vcl is recovered
by collapsing each strain of ∂V to a single point.
In Sections 5, 6 we show at what extent this simple picture of ∂V and ∂clV holds
in general. With this aim, we impose two type of hypothesis:
• Hypotheses to ensure that the metric g is reasonably close to gcl and gop for
large |t|: the integral conditions (5.3) and (5.15) on the factor α mentioned
above (the former condition for the future boundary and the latter for the
past one). These conditions are satisfied if, for example, α behaves as 1 +
O(1/|t|1+) for large |t| and some  > 0.
• Hypotheses to ensure that the model boundary ∂clV is not too pathological.
Concretely, the canonic generalized distance d+ of the Finsler metric asso-
ciated to gcl will satisfy: (a) its Cauchy completion M
+
C is locally compact,
and (b) the extension d+Q of d
+ to the Cauchy boundary is still a generalized
distance. For example, if we consider as the metric gcl a static one (ω ≡ 0
4
P0
x
t
Figure 1: The c-boundary of (R× R−,−dt2 + dx2).
The c-boundary is composed by a timelike line (the vertical segment) and two
lightlike lines (which will not be relevant here).
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⇒
St(P0)
St(P0)
Figure 2: C-boundary of (V, g).
The strain St(P0) is drawn on the left as in [5] and on the right, more conceptually,
as an horizontal segment (a “bone”).
in formula (4.2)), the Finsler metric becomes Riemannian, and the general-
ized distance d+ becomes a usual (symmetric) distance. So, condition (b) is
automatically satisfied. On the other hand, condition (a) just prevents an
undesirable property even for a Riemannian manifold (see the Riemannian
example 4.9 and the Finslerian examples explained in Remark 3.26, both in
reference [7], for some pathological samples where hypotheses (a) or (b) are
not satisfied).
Under these hypotheses, in Section 5 we show that the partial boundaries ∂ˆV, ∂ˇV
behave essentially as in the heuristic example above, that is, ∂ˆV must contains
∂ˆclV in the sense that a quotient ∂ˆV/ ∼st is identifiable to ∂ˆclV (this occurs at
two levels, as point set and topologically, recall Theorems 5.16, 5.18 and Remark
5.17). Finally, in Section 6 we show that these considerations can be extended to the
(total) c-boundary (see Theorem 6.11, plus Remark 6.13 for some subtleties at the
point set level). Moreover, this includes also considerations about the causal and
chronological relations in the completions V , V cl which are related to the quotient
space V / ∼ (see Theorem 6.9 and Definition 6.10).
2 Preliminaries
Along this paper we will use typical background and terminology in Lorentzian Ge-
ometry as in [1, 15, 16]. A spacetime V will be a time-oriented connected smooth
Lorentzian (−,+, . . . ,+) manifold, also denoted (V, g) abusing of notation. A tan-
6
Figure 3: Conceptual view of the “skeleton” structure of the c-boundary.
The vertical segment (“column”) represents the quotient space obtained by collaps-
ing each strain (drawn as a horizontal one, a “bone”). This conceptual view of
the strains as bones does not represent any topological nor causal structure as, in
general, they could present different (and non-equivalent) structures (see Figure 5).
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gent vector v ∈ TpV , p ∈ V is called timelike (resp. lightlike; causal) if g(v, v) < 0
(resp. g(v, v) = 0, v 6= 0; v is either timelike or lightlike). A causal vector is called
future or past-directed if it belongs to the future or past cone. Accordingly, a smooth
curve γ : I → V (I real interval) is called timelike, lightlike, causal and future or
past-directed if so is γ˙(s) for all s ∈ I.
Two events p, q ∈ V are chronologically related p  q (resp. causally related
p 6 q) if there exists some future-directed timelike (resp. either future-directed
causal or constant) curve from p to q. If p 6= q and p 6 q but p 6 q, then p is said
horismotically related to q. The chronological past (resp. future) of p, I−(p) (resp.
I+(p)) is defined as:
I−(p) = {q ∈ V : q  p} (resp. I+(p) = {q ∈ V : p q}).
The chronological past I−(γ) = ∪s∈II−(γ(s)) (resp. future I+(γ) = ∪s∈II+(γ(s)))
of future-directed (resp. past-directed) timelike curves γ : I → V will play a relevant
role.
Along the paper several (time-oriented) Lorentzian metrics on the same manifold
will be used. To avoid confusions, we will introduce a subindex to indicate the
corresponding metric we are considering; say, g˜ or I−g˜ for the metric g˜ on V .
2.1 C-boundary of spacetimes
The c-completion of spacetimes is constructed by adding ideal points to the space-
time in such a way that any timelike curve in the original spacetime acquires some
endpoint in the new space [14]. To formalize this construction, which will be con-
formally invariant and applicable to any strongly causal spacetime, previously we
need to introduce some basic notions.
A non-empty subset P ⊂ V is called a past set if it coincides with its past; i.e.
P = I−(P ) := {p ∈ V : p  q for some q ∈ P}. The common past of S ⊂ V is
defined by ↓ S := I−({p ∈ V : p  q ∀q ∈ S}). In particular, the past and
common past sets must be open. A past set that cannot be written as the union
of two proper past sets is called indecomposable past set, IP. An IP which does
coincide with the past of some point of the spacetime P = I−(p), p ∈ V is called
proper indecomposable past set, PIP. Otherwise, P = I−(γ) for some inextendible
future-directed timelike curve γ, and it is called terminal indecomposable past set,
TIP. The dual notions of future set, common future, IF, TIF and PIF, are defined
just by interchanging the roles of past and future in previous definitions.
To construct the future and past c-completion, first we have to identify each event
p ∈ V with its PIP, I−(p), and PIF, I+(p). This is possible in any distinguishing
spacetime, that is, a spacetime which satisfies that two distinct events p, q have
distinct chronological futures and pasts (p 6= q ⇒ I±(p) 6= I±(q)). In order to
obtain consistent topologies in the c-completions, we will focus on a somewhat more
restrictive class of spacetimes, the strongly causal ones. These are characterized by
the fact that the PIPs and PIFs constitute a sub-basis for the topology of the
manifold V .
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Now, every event p ∈ V can be identified with its PIP, I−(p). So, the future
c-boundary ∂ˆV of V is defined as the set of all the TIPs in V , and the future
c-completion Vˆ becomes the set of all the IPs:
V ≡ PIPs, ∂ˆV ≡ TIPs, Vˆ ≡ IPs.
Analogously, each p ∈ V can be identified with its PIF, I+(p). The past c-boundary
∂ˇV of V is defined as the set of all the TIFs in V , and the past c-completion Vˇ is
the set of all the IFs:
V ≡ PIFs, ∂ˇV ≡ TIFs, Vˇ ≡ IFs.
For the (total) c-boundary, the so-called S-relation comes into play [17]. Denote
Vˆ∅ = Vˆ ∪ {∅} (resp. Vˇ∅ = Vˇ ∪ {∅}). The S-relation ∼S is defined in Vˆ∅ × Vˇ∅ as
follows. First, in the case (P, F ) ∈ Vˆ × Vˇ ,
P ∼S F ⇐⇒
{
P is included and is a maximal IP into ↓ F
F is included and is a maximal IF into ↑ P. (2.1)
By maximal we mean that no other P ′ ∈ Vˆ (resp. F ′ ∈ Vˇ ) satisfies the stated
property and includes strictly P (resp. F ). Recall that, as proved by Szabados
[17], I−(p) ∼S I+(p) for all p ∈ V , and these are the unique S-relations (according
to our definition (2.1)) involving proper indecomposable sets. Now, in the case
(P, F ) ∈ Vˆ∅ × Vˇ∅ \ {(∅, ∅)}, we also put
P ∼S ∅, (resp. ∅ ∼S F ) (2.2)
if P (resp. F ) is a (non-empty, necessarily terminal) indecomposable past (resp.
future) set that is not S-related by (2.1) to any other indecomposable set; notice
that ∅ is never S-related to itself. Now, we can introduce the notion of c-completion,
according to [6]:
Definition 2.1 As a point set, the c-completion V of a strongly causal spacetime
V is formed by all the pairs (P, F ) ∈ Vˆ∅ × Vˇ∅ such that P ∼S F . The c-boundary
∂V is defined as ∂V := V \ V , where V ≡ {(I−(p), I+(p)) : p ∈ V }.
The chronological relation  of the spacetime is extended to the c-completion
in the following way. We say that (P, F ), (P ′, F ′) ∈ V are chronologically related,
(P, F )(P ′, F ′), if F ∩ P ′ 6= ∅. Regarding to the extension of the causal relation
6, it is enough to consider the following sufficient criterium for (P, F ), (P ′, F ′) ∈ V
with, either P 6= ∅ or F ′ 6= ∅:
P ⊂ P ′ and F ′ ⊂ F ⇒ (P, F )6(P ′, F ′).
In the particular case of the spacetimes treated in this paper (see Section 4.2), this
criterium can be also regarded as the general definition of 6 in V (recall the dis-
cussion in [7, Sect. 6.4] and references therein). Moreover, we will say that two
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different pairs in V are horismotically related if they are causally but not chrono-
logically related.
Finally, the topology of the spacetime is also extended to the c-completion by
means of the so-called chronological topology (chr. topology, for short). In order
to define it, first consider the following limit operator L for V : given a sequence
σ = {(Pn, Fn)} ⊂ V ,
(P, F ) ∈ L(σ) ⇐⇒
{
P ∈ Lˆ({Pn}) whenever P 6= ∅
F ∈ Lˇ({Fn}) whenever F 6= ∅,
where
Lˆ({Pn}) := {P ′ ∈ Vˆ : P ′ ⊂ LI({Pn}) and P ′ is a maximal IP into LS({Pn})}
Lˇ({Fn}) := {F ′ ∈ Vˇ : F ′ ⊂ LI({Fn}) and F ′ is a maximal IF into LS({Fn})}
(2.3)
(LI and LS are the usual point set inferior and superior limits of sets). Then, one
can check that a topology is defined on V as follows:
C is closed ⇔ L(σ) ⊂ C for any sequence σ ⊂ C.
Note that a topology on the future (resp. past) c-completion Vˆ (resp. Vˇ ) can be
defined in a similar way, just by using the limit operator Lˆ (resp. Lˇ) instead of L. In
this case, the resulting topology, which also extends the topology of the spacetime,
is called the future (resp. past) chronological topology.
Remark 2.2 We remark the following basic properties about the chronological
topology:
(1) The chronological topology (as well as the future and past ones) is sequential
and T1 (see [6, Prop. 3.39 and 3.21]), but may be non-Hausdorff.
(2) Clearly, if (P, F ) ∈ L({(Pn, Fn)}) then {(Pn, Fn)} converges to (P, F ). When
the converse happens, L is called of first order (see [6, Section 3.6]).
(3) Given a pair (P, F ) ∈ ∂V , any timelike curve defining P (or F ) converges to
(P, F ) with the chronological topology (see [6, Th. 3.27]).
These definitions for the c-boundary construction involve some particular sub-
tleties, which are essentially associated to the following two facts: first, a TIP (or
TIF) may not determine a unique pair in the c-boundary, and, second, the topology
does not always agree with the S-relation, in the sense that, for S-related elements
as above
P ∈ Lˆ(Pn) 6⇔ F ∈ Lˇ(Fn).
This makes natural to remark the following special cases:
Definition 2.3 A spacetime V has a c-completion V which is simple as a point set
if each TIP (resp. each TIF) determines a unique pair in ∂V .
Moreover, the c-completion is simple if it is simple as a point set and also
topologically simple, i.e. (P, F ) ∈ L(Pn, Fn) holds when either P ∈ Lˆ({Pn}) or
F ∈ Lˇ({Fn}).
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Remark 2.4 The previous definition is slightly redundant. Even though the notion
of simple comprises two levels, simplicity as a point set and as a topological set,
really it is equivalent to the second level. In fact, if the c-completion is topologically
simple and we assume by contradiction the existence of, say, (P, F1), (P, F2) ∈
∂V with F1 6= F2, then the constant sequence {(P, F1)} converges to (P, F1) and
not to (P, F2) (as the c-completion is always T1) in contradiction with topological
simplicity.
2.2 Finsler Manifolds
A Finsler metric F on a manifold M gives smoothly a positively homogeneous norm
at each p ∈M , where positive homogeneity means that the usual equality F (λv) =
|λ|F (v) for v ∈ TM of the usual norms is assumed only when λ ≥ 0. So, given such
a F , one can define the reverse Finsler metric: F rev(v) := F (−v). Given a Finsler
manifold (M,F ), a map d : M ×M → R is defined in the following way:
d(x, y) := inf
c∈C(x,y)
length(c) = inf
c∈C(x,y)
∫ s1
s0
F (c˙(s))ds, (2.4)
where C(x, y) is the set of piecewise smooth curves c : [s0, s1]→M with c(s0) = x,
c(s1) = y. Such a d is a generalized distance, that is, it satisfies all the axioms of a
distance except symmetry (i.e. d is a quasi-distance) and, additionally, the following
condition holds: a sequence {xn} ⊂ M satisfies d(x, xn)→ 0 iff d(xn, x)→ 0. One
can define the forward and backward open balls of center x0 ∈M and radius r > 0
as: B+(x0, r) = {x ∈ M : d(x0, x) < r} and B−(x0, r) = {x ∈ M : d(x, x0) < r},
resp. Each type of balls constitutes a topological basis of M .
A sequence σ = {xn} in (M,F ) is a (forward) Cauchy sequence if for all  > 0
there exists n0 such that d(xn, xm) <  whenever n0 6 n 6 m. Let Cau(M) be
the space of all the Cauchy sequences in (M,F ). Two Cauchy sequences σ, σ′ ∈
Cau(M), with σ = {xn}, σ′ = {x′n}, are related σ ∼ σ′ iff:
lim
n
lim
m
d(xn, x
′
m) = lim
n
lim
m
d(x′n, xm) = 0.
With these notions at hand, the (forward) Cauchy completion M+C and (forward)
Cauchy boundary ∂+CM of (M,F ) are defined by:
M+C = Cau(M)/ ∼ ∂+CM := M+C \M.
The backward Cauchy sequence, its correspondence space Caurev(M), and conse-
quently, the backward Cauchy completion M−C and the backward Cauchy boundary
∂−CM , are defined analogously but using d
rev, defined as drev(x, y) := d(y, x) for all
x, y. Note that drev can be also obtained from (2.4) by replacing F by F rev.
The generalized distance d (resp. drev) on M can be extended to a quasi-distance
dQ : M
+
C ×M+C → [0,∞] (resp. drevQ : M−C ×M−C → [0,∞]) in a natural way, i.e.
dQ([{xn}], [{yn}]) := limn(limm d(xn, ym))
(resp. drevQ ([{xn}], [{yn}]) := limn(limm drev(xn, ym))).
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In general, as dQ (resp. d
rev
Q ) is not a generalized distance (see [7, Example 3.24]),
it generates two (in general, different) topologies on M+C (resp. M
−
C ): one by using
the corresponding forward balls and the other one by using the backward ones. The
natural one, so that forward (resp. backward) Cauchy sequences converge to the
point represented by its class in M+C (resp. M
−
C ), is the generated by the backward
(resp. forward) balls.
With this choice the natural inclusion i : M ↪→ M+C (resp. i : M ↪→ M−C )
becomes a topological embedding, being ∂+CM (resp. ∂
−
CM) a closed subset of M
+
C
(resp. M−C ). The topology associated to dQ (resp. d
rev
Q ) is not Hausdorff (neither
T1) in general, but only T0. On the other hand, the distance dQ (resp. d
rev
Q ) can
be extended (with the same formal definition) to dQ : M
+
C × (M+C ∪M−C )→ [0,∞]
(resp. drevQ : (M
+
C ∪M−C )×M−C → [0,∞]).
The Cauchy boundaries ∂+CM,∂
−
CM can be related thanks to the following prop-
erty: if σ, σ′ ∈ Cau(M) are related for d, and σ ∈ Caurev(M), then σ′ ∈ Caurev(M)
and σ, σ′ are related for drev ([7, Prop. 3.20]). So, one can define the symmetrized
Cauchy boundary as the following intersection:
∂sCM = ∂
+
CM ∩ ∂−CM. (2.5)
Moreover, a sequence σ ∈ ∂sCM iff it is a Cauchy sequence (in the classical sense)
for the symmetrized distance
ds(x, y) :=
d(x, y) + drev(x, y)
2
,
which is a (true) distance, even though it cannot be obtained as a length space in
general (i.e. as the infimum of lengths of connecting curves). On MsC = M ∪ ∂sCM
one can also define the extension d
s
of ds on M , which satisfies d
s
= (dQ + d
rev
Q )/2.
All the relevant properties of these constructions are summarized in [7, Theor. 1.1].
2.3 Randers to stationary correspondence
Taking into account the conformal invariance of the c-boundary, we consider, with-
out loss of generality, the normalized expression (2.6) below as the definition of any
standard stationary spacetime:
V = (R×M, g = −dt2 + pi∗Mω ⊗ dt+ dt⊗ pi∗Mω + pi∗Mh), (2.6)
where ω is a 1-form, h is a Riemannian metric, both on M , and piM : R×M →M ,
t : R×M → R are the natural projections. The elements in (2.6) allow to construct
the following Finsler metrics (of Randers type) on M :
F+(v)(= F (v)) =
√
h(v, v) + ω(v)2 + ω(v),
F−(v)(= F rev(v)) =
√
h(v, v) + ω(v)2 − ω(v).
We will denote by length± and d
±, resp., the generalized length and distance asso-
ciated to F± (as in (2.4)), and by d±Q the natural extension of d
± to M±C .
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In [2] the authors analyzed the relation between different properties of stationary
spacetimes and these Finsler metrics of Randers type. In [7] this study was extended
to the c-boundary. In the next section we revisit this second study by reproducing
it in a slightly more general framework.
3 Revisiting the c-boundary of stationary space-
times
Consider a connected Riemannian manifold (M,h), a 1-form ω and the natural
projections piM , t as above. For each smooth positive function α˜ : R→ R, consider
the spacetime Vα˜ := (R×M, gα˜), with
gα˜ := −dt2 + α˜(t)pi∗Mω ⊗ dt+ α˜(t)dt⊗ pi∗Mω + α˜2(t)pi∗Mh, (3.1)
where the pull-back pi∗M will be omitted when there is no possibility of confusion and
α˜(t) denotes α˜ ◦ t (the future time-orientation is always determined by ∂t). Up to
the conformal factor α˜2(t), the change of variables ds = dt/α˜(t) allows to identify
the spacetime Vα˜ with a region I × M (I ⊂ R interval, 0 ∈ I) of the standard
stationary spacetime (2.6). Moreover, this region I ×M becomes the full standard
stationary spacetime (i.e., I = R) if and only if the following condition holds (see
the proof of Proposition 4.6 for details):∫ t=∞
t=0
ds
α˜(s)
=
∫ t=0
t=−∞
ds
α˜(s)
=∞. (3.2)
The results in [7, Sect. 6] determine accurately the c-boundary of any standard
stationary spacetime, and thus, under condition (3.2), the c-boundary of the space-
time Vα˜ as well. Next, we will translate the results in this reference to describe the
c-boundary of Vα˜ maintaining explicitly the dependence on α˜ (which will be useful
for the isocausal comparison). We will assume (3.2) throughout all the paper, even
though the steps in Subsection 3.1 do not require it.
3.1 Relation between chronology and Busemann functions
Let us begin by establishing the following characterization of the chronological re-
lation in Vα˜ (see [7, Prop. 6.1]):
Proposition 3.1 If γ(t) = (t, c(t)), t ∈ [a,Ω), is a future-directed timelike curve
in Vα˜ = (R×M, gα˜). Then F+(c˙(t)) < 1/α˜(t) and length+(c |[t0,t1]) <
∫ t1
t0
ds/α˜(s),
with α 6 t0 6 t1 < Ω. Moreover,
(t0, x0)α˜ (t1, x1)⇐⇒ d+(x0, x1) <
∫ t1
t0
ds
α˜(s)
.
As a direct consequence, note that
∫ t
t0
ds/α˜(s)− d(·, c(t)) increases with t.
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According to Section 2.1, any IP in (R×M, gα˜) is of the form Pα˜ = I−α˜ (γ), being
γ a future-directed timelike curve with γ(t) = (t, c(t)) and t ∈ [a,Ω). Then, from
Proposition 3.1 one deduces
Pα˜ = I
−
α˜ (γ)
= {(t0, x0) ∈ Vα˜ : (t0, x0)α˜ (t, c(t)) for some t close enough to Ω}
= {(t0, x0) ∈ Vα˜ : 0 < limt→Ω(
∫ t
t0
ds
α˜(s) − d+(x0, c(t)))}
= {(t0, x0) ∈ Vα˜ :
∫ t0
0
ds
α˜(s) < limt→Ω(
∫ t
0
ds
α˜(s) − d+(x0, c(t)))}.
(3.3)
Therefore, if one defines the forward Busemann function for gα˜ associated to a curve
c with F+(c˙(t)) < 1/α˜(t) as
b+c,α˜(·) := lim
t→Ω
(∫ t
0
ds
α˜(s)
− d+(·, c(t))
)
, (3.4)
one can write Pα˜ = Pα˜(b
+
c,α˜) where, for any function f ,
Pα˜(f) =
{
(t0, x0) ∈ Vα˜ :
∫ t0
0
ds
α˜(s)
< f(x0)
}
. (3.5)
Similarly, any IF in Vα˜ is of the form Fα˜ = I
+
α˜ (γ), being γ a past-directed timelike
curve with γ(t) = (−t, c(t)) and t ∈ [a,−Ω). Thus, Fα˜ = Fα˜(b−c,α˜) where
Fα˜(f) =
{
(t0, x0) ∈ Vα˜ :
∫ t0
0
ds
α˜(s)
> f(x0)
}
, (3.6)
and
b−c,α˜(·) := lim
t→−Ω
(
−
∫ 0
−t
ds
α˜(s)
+ d−(·, c(t))
)
= lim
t→−Ω
(∫ −t
0
ds
α˜(s)
+ d−(·, c(t))
)
is the backward Busemann function for gα˜ associated to a curve c with F
−(c˙(t)) <
1/α˜(t). In conclusion, the set of all IPs (resp. IFs) can be identified with the set of
all forward (resp. backward) Busemann functions. So, denoting as B+α˜ (M) (resp.
B−α˜ (M)) the set of all the finite forward (resp. backward) Busemann functions, one
has:1
Vˆα˜ ≡ B+α˜ (M) ∪ {∞} Vˇα˜ ≡ B−α˜ (M) ∪ {−∞}.
Next, assume ±Ω < ∞. From Prop. 3.1, length±(c|[a,±Ω)) <
∫ ±Ω
a
ds/α˜(s) < ∞,
and so, c(t) → x± for some x± ∈ M±C . In particular, for each Ω ∈ R, putting
Ωα˜ :=
∫ Ω
0
ds/α˜(s):
b±c,α˜(·) =
∫ Ω
0
ds
α˜(s)
∓ d±Q(·, x±) = Ωα˜ ∓ d±Q(·, x±), x± ∈M±C . (3.7)
1Note that a forward (resp. backward) Busemann function takes the value plus (resp. minus)
infinity at some point iff it is constantly equal to plus (resp. minus) infinity.
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Therefore, if we define
d±(Ωα˜,x±)(·) := Ωα˜ ∓ d
±
Q(·, x±) for any x± ∈M±C , (3.8)
we have just deduced that
b±c,α˜(·) = d±(Ωα˜,x±)(·) if ± Ω <∞. (3.9)
3.2 Point set structure of the partial boundaries
In the remainder of this section, we will describe the c-boundary of Vα˜ for I = R,
i.e., under condition (3.2). So, the following action on B±α˜ (M) is well-defined:
B±α˜ (M)× R → B±α˜ (M)
(b±c,α˜,K) 7→ b±c,α˜ +K. (3.10)
In fact, (for the case +) standard arguments allow one to deduce from condition
(3.2) the existence of some increasing bijective smooth function sK(t) such that:∫ sK(t)
t
1
α˜(r)
dr = K, and so s˙K(t) =
α˜(sK(t))
α˜(t)
.
As a consequence,
b+c,α˜ +K = limt→∞(
∫ t
0
dr
α˜(r) − d+(·, c(t))) +K
= limt→∞(
∫ t
0
dr
α˜(r) +
∫ sK(t)
t
dr
α˜(r) − d+(·, c(t)))
= limt→∞(
∫ sK(t)
0
dr
α˜(r) − d+(·, c(t)))
= lims→∞(
∫ s
0
dr
α˜(r) − d+(·, c(s))), where c(sK(t)) := c(t),
(3.11)
and notice that
F (c˙(sK(t))) = F (c˙(t)/s˙K(t)) =
F (c˙(t))
s˙K(t)
<
1
α˜(t)
· α˜(t)
α˜(sK(t))
=
1
α˜(sK(t))
. (3.12)
So, the last term in (3.11) (under inequality (3.12) for c) is just the definition of
b+c,α˜ ∈ B+α˜ (M), as required.
Next, define the forward/backward Busemann completion as the quotient space
M±B,α˜ = B
±
α˜ (M)/R provided by the action (3.10). From (3.9), the forward/backward
Busemann completion M±B,α˜ clearly contains the forward/backward Cauchy comple-
tion M±C . So, if we define the forward/backward Busemann boundary as ∂
±
B,α˜M :=
M±B,α˜ \ M and the forward/backward proper Busemann boundary as ∂±B,α˜M :=
∂±B,α˜M \ ∂±CM , one obtains the decomposition:
M±B,α˜ = M ∪ ∂±B,α˜M = M ∪ ∂±CM ∪ ∂±B,α˜M.
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Finally, labelling the TIP (resp. TIF) V = R×M by i+ (resp. i−), one can write
(see [7, Sect. 6.2]):
Vˆα˜ ≡ B+α˜ (M) ∪ {∞} = (R×M+B,α˜) ∪ {i+}
= (R× (M ∪ ∂+B,α˜M)) ∪ {i+}
= V ∪ (R× ∂+B,α˜M) ∪ {i+}
= V ∪ (R× ∂+CM) ∪ (R× ∂+B,α˜M) ∪ {i+}.
∂ˆα˜V ≡ (R× ∂+B,α˜M) ∪ {i+} = (R× ∂+CM) ∪ (R× ∂+B,α˜M) ∪ {i+}.
Vˇα˜ ≡ V ∪ (R× ∂−CM) ∪ (R× ∂−B,α˜M) ∪ {i−}.
∂ˇα˜V ≡ (R× ∂−CM) ∪ (R× ∂−B,α˜M) ∪ {i−}.
(3.13)
3.3 Topology and S-relations
The future and past chronological topologies can be characterized by using the
identifications (3.13) in terms of the following limit operators, whose dependence
on α˜, via their domain, is implicitly assumed: given a sequence {fn}n and an
element f in B±α˜ (M) ∪ {±∞},2
f ∈ Lˆ({fn}) ⇐⇒
{
(a) f 6 lim infn fn and
(b) ∀g ∈ B+α˜ (M) with f 6 g 6 lim supn fn, it is g = f
f ∈ Lˇ({fn}) ⇐⇒
{
(a) f ≥ lim supn fn and
(b) ∀g ∈ B−α˜ (M) with f ≥ g ≥ lim infn fn, it is g = f.
The future and past chronological topologies are coarser than the pointwise
topology in the space of Busemann functions. In fact, we have the following adap-
tation of [7, Proposition 5.29].
Proposition 3.2 Consider a sequence {fn} ⊂ B±α¯ (M) which converges pointwise
to a function f ∈ B±α¯ (M). Then, f is the unique future (resp. past) chronological
limit of {fn}.
In particular, if fn = d
±
(Ωnα¯,x
n) with Ω
n
α¯ → Ωα¯(∈ R) and xn → x(∈ M±C ), then
f = d+(Ωα¯,x) ∈ Lˆ(fn) (resp. f = d
−
(Ωα¯,x)
∈ Lˇ(fn)) is the unique future (resp. past)
chronological limit of {fn}.
In order to study the S-relations (2.1), (2.2) between terminal sets, their common
pasts and futures must be considered. If Pα˜ is generated by a future-directed
timelike curve γ(t) = (t, c(t)), t ∈ [a,∞), then ↑α˜ Pα˜ = ∅, and so, Pα˜ is S-related
only to ∅. Analogously, if Fα˜ is generated by a past-directed timelike curve γ(t) =
2The term {±∞} is included here in order to obtain a more direct relation with the c-boundary
of spacetimes. Note that this term is not necessary when one works with Busemann compactifi-
cations, as a quotient space by additive constants is considered then (compare with [7]).
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(−t, c(t)), t ∈ [−a,∞), then ↓α˜ Fα˜ = ∅, and Fα˜ is S-related only to ∅. If, instead,
±Ω <∞, then b±c,α˜ = d±p± , with p± = (Ωα˜, x±) (recall (3.9)) and, thus:
↑ Pα˜ =↑ Pα˜(d+p+) = Fα˜(d−p+)
↓ Fα˜ =↓ Fα˜(d−p−) = Pα˜(d+p−).
(3.14)
For the first equality of each line in (3.14) recall Section 3.1, and for the second one
recall [7, Lemma 6.11].
Remark 3.3 Previous expressions allow to deduce the following facts: (i) if p =
p+ = p− = (Ωα˜, xs) ∈ R×∂sCM (i.e., the future-directed and past-directed timelike
curves generating the terminal sets end at the same point of R×∂sCM , recall (2.5)),
then ↑ Pα˜(d+p ) = Fα˜(d−p ), ↓ Fα˜(d−p ) = Pα˜(d+p ), and so, Pα˜(d+p ) ∼S Fα˜(d−p ); (ii) if
d+Q is not a generalized distance, but (M,d
+) has an evenly pairing boundary (see
[7, Def. 3.34]), then d∓p± = Ωα˜± d∓(·, x±) = ±∞ whenever x± ∈ ∂±CM \ ∂sCM and,
in this case, ↑ Pα˜(d+p+) = ∅ =↓ Fα˜(d−p−) (for non evenly pairing boundaries, the
situation is much subtler, see [7, Th 1.2 (1B)(c2)]).
3.4 Main result
The action (3.10) defined on Busemann functions (always under condition (3.2))
induces also a natural action on S-related pairs, each one generating the following
orbit (line):
L(Pα˜, ∅) := {(P ′α˜, ∅) : P ′α˜ = Pα˜(b+c,α + k), k ∈ R} where Pα˜ = Pα˜(b+c,α˜)
L(∅, Fα˜) := {(∅, F ′α˜) : F ′α˜ = Fα˜(b−c,α˜ + k), k ∈ R} where Fα˜ = Fα˜(b−c,α˜)
and
L(Pα˜, Fα˜) := {(P ′α˜, F ′α˜) : P ′α˜ = Pα˜(d+p + k), F ′α˜ = Fα˜(d−p′ + k), k ∈ R},
where Pα˜ = Pα˜(d
+
p ) and Fα˜ = Fα˜(d
−
p′). Now, Theorem 1.2 in [7] yields, in particular,
the following result.
Theorem 3.4 Let Vα˜ = (R×M, gα˜) be a spacetime as in (3.1) satisfying the overall
condition (3.2). If d+Q is a generalized distance, then the c-boundary ∂α˜V has the
following structures.
Point Set:
• The future (resp. past) c-boundary ∂ˆα˜V (resp. ∂ˇα˜V ) is naturally a point set
cone with base ∂+B,α˜M (resp. ∂
−
B,α˜M) and apex i
+ (resp. i−).
• The total c-boundary ∂α˜V is the quotient set of the partial boundaries ∂ˆα˜V ,
∂ˇα˜V under the S-relation. So, it is composed by the set of all the lines
L((Pα˜(d+p ), Fα˜(d−p ))), L((Pα˜(b+c,α˜), ∅)), L((∅, Fα˜(b−c,α˜))), with p ∈ R × ∂sCM ,
b±c,α˜ ∈ B±α˜ (M).
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Causality:
• The lines L((Pα˜(d+p ), Fα˜(d−p ))), with p ∈ R× ∂sCM , are timelike, i.e. any two
points of the line are chronologically related.
• The lines L((Pα˜(b+c,α˜), ∅)), L((∅, Fα˜(b−c,α˜)), with b±c,α˜ ∈ B±α˜ (M), are horis-
motic, i.e. any two points of the lines are causally but not chronologically
related.
Topology:
• If M+B,α˜ (resp. M−B,α˜) is Hausdorff, the future (resp. past) c-boundary has the
structure of a (topological) cone with base ∂+B,α˜M (resp. ∂
−
B,α˜M) and apex i
+
(resp. i−).
• If MsC,α˜ is locally compact then V α˜ is (topologically) simple, that is, each TIP
(resp. each TIF) determines a unique pair in ∂α˜V and (P, F ) ∈ L({(Pn, Fn)})
when either P ∈ Lˆ({Pn}) or F ∈ Lˇ({Fn}). Equivalently, V α˜ coincides with
the quotient topological space of the future and past c-completions Vˆα˜ and Vˇα˜
under the S-relation.
4 Framework for isocausal comparison
4.1 Causal mappings and c-boundary
Let us begin by recalling the notion of isocausality (see [10] for further details):
Definition 4.1 Let V ≡ (V, g), V ′ ≡ (V ′, g′) be two spacetimes. A diffeomorphism
Φ : V → V ′ is called a causal mapping if all the future causal vectors of V are
mapped by the differerential dΦ into future causal vectors of V ′. In this case, we
write V ≺Φ V ′. V is causally related to V ′, denoted V ≺ V ′, if V ≺Φ V ′ for some
causal mapping Φ; moreover, V is isocausal to V ′ if V ≺ V ′ and V ′ ≺ V .
In particular, when the underlying manifolds coincide and the identity Id : V →
V ′ is a causal mapping (namely, g(v, v) 6 0 implies g′(v, v) 6 0) we say that the
cones of g′ are wider than those of g and write V ≺0 V ′ or, simply, g ≺0 g′.
Remark 4.2 Obviously, V ≺Φ V ′ plus V ′ ≺−1Φ V imply not only that V and V ′
are isocausal but also that Φ is a conformal map; so, g and g′ are conformal metrics.
If g ≺0 g′ and g′ ≺0 g then g and g′ are pointwise conformal metrics.
Typically, we will take three Lorentzian metrics g, g′, g′′ on the same manifold
which satisfy g ≺0 g′ ≺0 g′′ and use the following obvious result: if g and g′′ are
conformal then g and g′ (and g′′) are isocausal.
Remark 4.3 Let us discuss the relation between the c-boundary points of two
causally related spacetimes; by taking pull-back metrics we can consider the case
g ≺0 g′ with no loss of generality.
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If P is a TIP for g, then I−g′ (P ) is also a TIP for g
′ (write P = I−g (γ) and notice
I−g′ (P ) = I
−
g′ (γ)). This may suggest a procedure to include the c-boundary for g into
the c-boundary for g′, i.e. consider the map P 7→ I−g′ (P ). However, this procedure is
not satisfactory in general, as there may exist two different TIPs P1 6= P2 for g such
that I−g′ (P1) = I
−
g′ (P2) (violating the injectivity of the inclusion). This undesirable
property may happen even if g and g′ are isocausal (see Example 5.7).
However, as we will see in the following sections, there are certain conditions
under which this procedure succeed.
4.2 Spacetimes isocausal to standard stationary ones
Our aim is to study the c-boundary of the spacetime
V = (R×M, g), g = −dt2 + ωt ⊗ dt+ dt⊗ ωt + ht, (4.1)
where ωt is a one form on R ×M such that ωt(∂/∂t) = 0 (when necessary, and
abusing of notation, it will be regarded as a one form on each slice {t} ×M). This
will be carried out by comparing it with the c-boundaries of the spacetimes
Vcl = (R×M, gcl), gcl(≡ gα˜=1) = −dt2 + ω ⊗ dt+ dt⊗ ω + h
Vop = (R×M, gop), gop(≡ gα˜=α) = −dt2 + α(t)ω ⊗ dt+ α(t)dt⊗ ω + α2(t)h,
(4.2)
where one implicitly assumes the relations
gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop. (4.3)
First, it is convenient to rewrite condition (4.3) in terms of the corresponding
metric coefficients. To this aim, let γ(s) = (t(s), c(s)) be a future/past-directed
timelike curve for g. Then:
−t˙2 + 2ωt(c˙)t˙+ ht(c˙, c˙) < 0.
Solving this second-order equation in t˙, and taking into account that ±t˙ > 0, one
directly deduces:
± t˙ > F±t (c˙) with F±t (c˙) :=
√
ω2t (c˙) + ht(c˙, c˙)± ωt(c˙). (4.4)
So, the timelike character of γ for the metric g is determined by the functions F±t .
Reasoning analogously, if γ(s) = (t(s), c(s)) is a future/past-directed timelike curve
for gcl (resp. gop) then
±t˙ > F±(c˙) (resp. ±t˙ > α(t)F±(c˙)) with F±(c˙) :=
√
ω2(c˙) + h(c˙, c˙)±ω(c˙).
(4.5)
Remark 4.4 Summarizing, the causal character of the future/past directed curve
γ(s) = (t(s), c(s)) for g, gcl or gop, is characterized as follows:
γ is timelike (causal; lightlike) for g if F±t (c˙) < (6; =) ± t˙
γ is timelike (causal; lightlike) for gcl if F
±(c˙) < (6; =) ± t˙
γ is timelike (causal; lightlike) for gop if α(t)F
±(c˙) < (6; =) ± t˙
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In conclusion, applying (4.4) to tangent vectors, one deduces directly:
Proposition 4.5 The relations gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop hold iff the following inequalities
hold:
α(t)F±(·) 6 F±t (·) 6 F±(·). (4.6)
On the other hand:
Proposition 4.6 gop is conformal to gcl iff (3.2) holds for α˜ = α.
Proof. For the implication to the right, assume, for example,∫ ∞
0
ds
α(s)
<∞.
From Proposition 3.1 with α˜ ≡ α, no timelike curve γ for gop satisfies I−op(γ) = V ,
as there will always exist some point with temporal component close enough to Ω
(the upper limit of the temporal component of γ) which does not belong to the
chronological past of γ. Hence, i+ ≡ V does not belong to the future c-boundary
of Vop. Nevertheless, it is easy to check that i
+ belongs to the future c-boundary of
Vcl (see [7] or recall that i
+ is the past of any curve type t 7→ (t, x0)). Therefore,
the future c-boundaries of Vop and Vcl cannot be identified, and so, gop, gcl are not
conformally related.
For the implication to the left, note that, under (3.2) with α˜ = α, the change of
variables ds = dt/α(t) takes Vop into a spacetime conformal to Vcl.
Corollary 4.7 If the relations gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop hold, then gcl and gop are conformal,
and thus, g is isocausal to them.
Proof. From Proposition 4.5, α(t)F±(·) 6 F±(·). Thus, α(t) 6 1 and:∫ ∞
0
ds
α(s)
≥
∫ ∞
0
1 ds =∞,
∫ 0
−∞
ds
α(s)
≥
∫ 0
−∞
1 ds =∞;
that is, condition (3.2) holds for α˜ = α. Therefore, from Proposition 4.6, gop is
conformal to gcl. The last assertion is straightforward from Remark 4.2.
Remark 4.8 Observe that all the constructions provided in Section 3 (B±α˜ (M),
M+B,α˜ . . .) can be developed for both, α˜ = α and α˜ = 1. Moreover, when gop
and gcl are conformal (in particular, under condition (4.3)), such constructions are
equivalent. In these cases, we will denote such constructions with no mention to α˜.
5 Partial boundaries ∂ˆV, ∂ˇV through isocausality
From now on, V = (R ×M, g) will denote a spacetime as in (4.1) which satisfies
condition (4.3) for the metrics in (4.2) (unless other hypotheses are explicitly as-
sumed), so that Corollary 4.7 is applicable. In particular, the inequality α 6 1 holds
(Proposition 4.5).
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5.1 Information on ∂ˆV at the point set level
Along this section, we will use repeatedly the following set (see (3.4) and (3.5)):
Pα˜(b
+
c,α˜) =
{
(t0, x0) ∈ V :
∫ t0
0
ds
α˜(s)
< b+c,α˜(x0)
}
. (5.1)
Convention 5.1 The objects associated to the metric g (resp. gop; gcl) present no
subindex (resp. subindex op; subindex cl). We will focus on the future c-boundary
∂ˆV for (V, g) (by comparing with ∂ˆclV ≡ ∂ˆopV ), being the arguments and results
for the past c-boundaries ∂ˇV, ∂ˇclV ≡ ∂ˇopV totally analogous (see Subsection 5.4).
As suggested in Remark 4.3, we are going to define a map which takes Vˆcl
into Vˆ by mapping every TIP Pcl for gcl into the TIP I
−(Pcl) for g. In order to
establish under which conditions this map works, we need to establish previously
some technical results:
Proposition 5.2 If γ : [a,∞) → V , γ(t) = (t, c(t)) is a future-directed timelike
curve for g such that c(t) remains in a bounded region of (M,d+) then I−(γ) = V .
Proof. Take any (t0, x0) ∈ V . From the hypothesis, there exists K > 0 such that
d+(x0, c(t)) < K for all t ∈ [a,∞). In particular,
d+(x0, c(t)) < K < lim
t↗∞
∫ t
t0
ds =∞. (5.2)
Therefore, from (5.2) and Proposition 3.1 with α˜ ≡ 1, one has (t0, x0)cl (t, c(t))
for t big enough, thus V = I−cl (γ) ⊂ I−(γ) (the last inclusion because gcl ≺0 g).
Proposition 5.3 Let V be a spacetime as in (4.1), with gcl, gop as in (4.2), and
satisfying (4.3). Under the integral condition∫ ∞
0
(
1
α(s)
− 1
)
ds <∞, (5.3)
the following assertions hold:
(1) Let Pcl = Pcl(b
+
c,cl) (recall (3.5)) with b
+
c,cl ∈ B+cl(M) and c : [a,Ω)→M , and
put:
KΩ =
∫ Ω
0
(
1
α(s)
− 1
)
ds.
Then, b+c,cl +KΩ ∈ B+op(M) and I−op(Pcl) = Pop(b+c,cl +KΩ).
(2) If P 1cl ( P 2cl then I−op(P 1cl) ( I−op(P 2cl). Moreover, if P 1cl 6= P 2cl then I−op(P 1cl) 6=
I−op(P
2
cl).
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Proof. (1) Consider the curve γ(t) = (t, c(t)), with t ∈ [a,Ω), which is timelike
for gcl and satisfies I
−
cl (γ) = Pcl. So, I
−
op(Pcl) = I
−
op(γ) = Pop(b
+
c,op) where b
+
c,op is
defined by (3.4) with α˜ = α (recall Convention 5.1). But,
b+c,op(·) = limt↗Ω
(∫ t
0
( 1α(s) − 1)ds+ t− d+(·, c(t))
)
= KΩ + b
+
c,cl(·).
Hence, I−op(Pcl) = Pop(b
+
c,cl + KΩ) with b
+
c,cl + KΩ ∈ B+op(M) (notice that (5.3)
implies KΩ <∞).
(2) Consider ci : [ai,Ωi) → M such that P icl = Pcl(b+ci,cl). From the inclusion
P 1cl ( P 2cl, we deduce that b
+
c1,cl
6 b+c2,cl with strict inequality at some point. More-
over, Ω1 6 Ω2. In fact, d+(c1(s), c1(t)) < t− s for all t, s ∈ [a1,Ω1) with s < t and,
then (recall that t− d+(p, ci(t)) is non-decreasing with t),
s < t−d+(c1(s), c1(t)) 6 lim
t↗Ω1
(
t− d+(c1(s), c1(t))
)
= b+c1,cl(c1(s)) 6 b
+
c2,cl
(c1(s)) 6 Ω2,
for all s ∈ [a1,Ω1), and thus, Ω1 6 Ω2 as required. Therefore, b+c1,cl + KΩ1 6
b+c2,cl + KΩ2 with strict inequality at some point. Taking into account that the
left and right members of the inequality characterize P 1op and P
2
op, resp., it directly
follows P 1op ( P 2op.
For the last assertion, assume by contradiction that P 1cl 6= P 2cl but
I−op(P
1
cl) = I
−
op(P
2
cl). (5.4)
From part (1), we deduce that KΩ1 +b
+
c1,cl
= KΩ2 +b
+
c2,cl
. Suppose that KΩ2 6 KΩ1
(the case KΩ2 ≥ KΩ1 is analogous) and observe that, as b+c2,cl = b+c1,cl+(KΩ1−KΩ2),
necessarily P 1cl = Pcl(b
+
c1,cl
) ⊂ Pcl(b+c2,cl) = P 2cl. From the first part of (2), we deduce
I−op(P
1
cl)  I−op(P 2cl), in contradiction to (5.4).
Remark 5.4 In the proof of Proposition 5.3, condition (5.3) (namely, the causal
cones of g and gcl approach at t-infinity) is only needed when the IPs involved are
of the form Pcl = Pcl(b
+
c,cl) with Ω =∞, i.e. when Pcl 6∈ R×M+C (recall (3.13)). In
fact, if Pcl ∈ R×M+C then the change b+c,cl 7→ b+c,op = b+c,cl +KΩ is just a re-scaling
requested by (5.1). If (5.3) does not hold then KΩ = ∞, and our procedure takes
every Pcl 6∈ R×M+C into I−op(Pcl) ≡ V ≡ i+, being not one to one.
On the other hand, in the same proof condition (4.3) is only needed to ensure
that inequality α 6 1 holds.
Theorem 5.5 Let V = (R×M, g) be a spacetime as in (4.1) such that gcl ≺0 g ≺0
gop holds. If (5.3) holds, then the map
jˆ : Vˆcl → Vˆ
Pcl 7→ I−(Pcl)
is injective. So, Vˆ contains a point set cone of base M+B and apex i
+.
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Proof. Consider P 1cl = Pcl(b
+
c1,cl
), P 2cl = Pcl(b
+
c2,cl
), with ci : [ai,Ωi)→ M . Suppose
that jˆ(P 1cl) = I
−(P 1cl) = I
−(P 2cl) = jˆ(P
2
cl). As g ≺0 gop, necessarily I−op(P 1cl) =
I−op(P
2
cl), and Proposition 5.3 (2) ensures that P
1
cl = P
2
cl. For the last assertion,
recall that from (3.13) Vˆcl ≡ (R×M+B ) ∪ {i+}.
Finally, we can particularize Theorem 5.5 to some relevant cases:
Corollary 5.6 Let V = (R×M, g) be a spacetime as in (4.1) such that gcl ≺0 g ≺0
gop.
(1) If (M,d+) is bounded, then ∂+BM = ∅ and ∂ˆV contains a cone of base ∂+CM
and apex i+. If, in addition, (M,d+) is complete (thus, compact), then ∂ˆV
coincides with i+.
(2) If (M,d+) is complete and (5.3) holds, then ∂+CM = ∅ and ∂ˆV contains a
cone of base ∂+BM and apex i
+ (recall Remark 4.8).
Proof. (1) For the first assertion, as boundedness implies ∂+BM = ∅, the result
follows from Th. 5.5. For the second one, note that any inextendible timelike curve
γ : [a,Ω)→ V , γ(t) = (t, c(t)) must satisfy Ω =∞: in fact, otherwise, Proposition
3.1 implies length+(c) < ∞, and thus, c(t) → x+ ∈ ∂+CM , in contradiction to the
fact that ∂+CM = ∅. Therefore, from Proposition 5.2, the past of any inextendible
future-directed timelike curve γ is V .
(2) As completeness implies ∂+CM is empty, the result follows again by using Th.
5.5.
5.2 Discussion
The following examples and comments show the optimality of the hypotheses and
results in previous subsection. The ambient hypotheses gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop will not be
discussed further, as it becomes natural for isocausal comparison (recall Corollary
4.7) and imply α 6 1 from Proposition 4.5. So, let us start with inequality (5.3).
As commented in Remark 5.4, this inequality is necessary to ensure that jˆ is one
to one. This is illustrated in the following trivial example.
Example 5.7 Consider the following metrics on V = R× R:
gcl = −dt2 + dx2, g = −dt2 + dx2/2, gop = −dt2 + dx2/3.
These metrics (all of them isometric) satisfy gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop, but condition (5.3)
does not hold. Then, any TIP Pcl for gcl, defined by a lightlike curve
3 of the form
γ(t) = (t,±t), satisfies I−(Pcl) = V , being jˆ(∂ˆclV ) = i+ (recall Remark 5.4).
3Here and in what follows, recall that the chronological past of any inextensible future-directed
lightlike curve is also a TIP (notice that the converse also holds, see [8, Sect 3.3]).
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Remark 5.8 Even though condition (5.3) in Theorem 5.5 solves the problem pointed
out in Remark 4.3, the following question arises now. From the definition of jˆ and
the relations gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop, the following relations hold:
Pcl ⊂ jˆ(Pcl), I−op(jˆ(Pcl)) = I−op(Pcl).
However, jˆ(Pcl) may not be the unique TIP for g satisfying these relations. As we
will see next, this property is closely related to the lack of surjectivity or continuity
for jˆ in general.
The explicit example constructed in [5] provides such a non-surjective and non-
continuous map4 jˆ. In that example the contribution to the future c-boundary
∂ˆclV comes completely from the forward Cauchy boundary ∂
+
CM , i.e., ∂ˆclV =(
R× ∂+CM
) ∪ {i+}. Next, we are going to refine it to obtain an example with
∂+CM = ∅, and so, ensuring that only the proper Busemann boundary plays a role.
Example 5.9 (Even when (M,d+) is complete -and (5.3) holds- jˆ may be neither
surjective nor continuous.) Consider V = R × R and three metrics gcl, g, gop such
that:
• gcl and gop are metrics as in (4.2) with ω ≡ 0, h = dx2 and α(t) = 1e−t+1
(clearly, the inequality (5.3) holds) and,
• g is a metric as in (4.1) with ωt ≡ 0.
In order to ensure condition (4.3), we assume that ht satisfies (recall Proposition
4.5):
α(t)dx2 6 ht 6 dx2. (5.5)
Consider the curve γ(t) = (t, t), t ∈ R, which is lightlike for gcl and defines
the TIP Pcl = I
−
cl (γ). Such a TIP is characterized by the Busemann function
b+c,cl(·) = limt→∞(t− d(·, c(t))) <∞, with c(t) = t, and d is the Euclidean distance
in R. As gcl ≺ gop, γ is also causal for gop, and so, it also defines a TIP for the
metric gop, Pop = I
−
op(γ). According to expressions (3.3) and (5.1) with α˜ = α, this
TIP is characterized by the following function:
b+c,op(·) = limt→∞
(∫ t
0
1
α(s)ds− d(·, t)
)
= limt→∞
(∫ t
0
( 1α(s) − 1)ds+ (t− d(·, t))
)
=
∫∞
0
e−sds+ limt→∞ (t− d(·, t)) = 1 + b+c,cl(·) <∞,
i.e., Pop 6= V . Taking into account that gop is (conformal to) a standard static space-
time, the result [7, Remark 4.17(1)] ensures the existence of some reparametrization
4That example is written in a different context, and does not satisfy (5.3). However, it is trivial
to modify it in order to ensure that (5.3) is fulfilled. The example also has other remarkable
properties, as it shows explicitly a “lightlike strain” in ∂ˆV which forbides the existence of a
isomorphism (including the causal level) from ∂ˆV to the timelike c-boundary ∂ˆclV .
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c of c(t) = t such that b+c,op = b
+
c,op and α(t)|c˙(t)| = 1, i.e. the curve ρ¯(t) = (t, c(t)),
t ∈ R is lightlike for gop (recall Remark 4.4). Now, put l = c−1 and reparameterize ρ¯
as ρ(s) = (l(s), s), s ∈ R. From b+c,op = b+c,op, it is deduced that lims→∞(l(s)−s) = 0.
This limit plus l˙(s) = α(l(s)) < 1 implies l(s) > s for all s (see Figure 4).
Let us assume now some additional hypotheses for ht: suppose that ht ≡ α(t)dx2
(resp. ht ≡ dx2) at each point (t, x) such that t ≥ l(x) (resp. t ≤ x), i.e., suppose
that the metric g coincides with gop above the curve ρ (resp. coincides with gcl
below the curve γ). Now, for each k ∈ (0, l(0)), define a function lk : R→ R as the
maximal solution of the following initial value problem:{
l˙k(t) = hlk(t)(
∂
∂x ,
∂
∂x )
lk(0) = k.
(5.6)
The curve γk : R→ R2 defined by γk(t) = (lk(t), t) satisfies:
• It is lightlike for g (apply Remark 4.4 with F+t = ht), thus it determines a
TIP P k ∈ ∂ˆV .
• lk(t) satisfies that t < lk(t) < l(t). Otherwise, as 0 < k = lk(0) < l(0), the
curve γk should intersect either ρ or γ at some point t0 (see Figure 4). But if,
for example, lk(t0) = l(t0), the uniqueness of the solution to the first equality
in (5.6) with initial data at t0 would imply lk ≡ l (recall that ht ≡ α(t)dx2
at γk(t0) = ρ(t0), and the definitions of lk and l). Therefore, t < lk(t) < l(t),
and so, Pcl ⊂ P k ⊂ Pop = I−op(Pcl). In particular, we deduce that Pcl ⊂ P k
and I−op(P
k) = Pop.
• By construction, if k1, k2 ∈ (0, l(0)) satisfy k1 < k2, then P k1 ( P k2 . In
fact, the uniqueness of the solution for the initial value problem ensures that
lk1(t) < lk2(t) for all t, and so, the inclusion ⊂ is trivially obtained. Moreover,
this inclusion is strict, since any past-directed timelike curve from a point in
γk1 must remain below this curve (the past cone at any point of γk1 points
out downward the image of the curve).
Hence, for every k ∈ (0, l(0)) there exists a TIP P k for g such that Pcl ⊂ P k ⊂
I−op(P
k) = I−op(Pcl). In particular, the map jˆ defined in Theorem 5.5 cannot be sur-
jective since, in that case, and according to Remark 5.8, each P k should be the image
of Pcl, which is impossible. Moreover, jˆ is not continuous; for instance, the sequence
{I−cl (γk(n))}n converges to Pcl in (V, gcl) but {jˆ(I−cl (γk(n)))}n = {I−(γk(n))}n con-
verges to P k 6= jˆ(Pcl) = I−(Pcl) in (V, g).
5.3 Strains and topological information
A reason for the lack of continuity of jˆ is the existence of different TIPs for the
metric g sharing the same past when computed with the metric gop (recall Remark
5.8). In principle, this also indicates the existence of alternative choices for jˆ. In
order to overcome this problem, we are going to identify all these TIPs by passing to
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Figure 4: Qualitative behavior of functions ρ ,γn and γ in Example 5.9.
the corresponding quotient space. To this aim, first we need the following technical
lemma.
Lemma 5.10 Suppose that (5.3) holds and consider an IP P ∈ Vˆ for the metric g
and Pop := I
−
op(P ). Then, there exists an unique Pcl ∈ Vˆcl satisfying:
Pcl ⊂ P and I−op(Pcl) = Pop.
Proof. Suppose that P = I−(γ) with γ : [a,Ω) → V , γ(s) = (s, c(s)) a future-
directed timelike curve for g. Observe that, assumed the existence of such a TIP
Pcl, the uniqueness follows from Proposition 5.3 (2). For the existence, we will
consider two cases for clarity.
In one hand, assume that Ω < ∞. In this case, c(s) → x+ ∈ ∂+CM as s → Ω
(γ is causal in (V, gop)). Consider a timelike curve for gcl, γcl : [a,Ω) → V , of the
form γcl(s) = (tcl(s), c(s)) where tcl(s) < s and tcl(s) → Ω. This curve can be
constructed by taking
t˙cl(s) >
1
α0
>
F+s (c˙(s))
α0
≥ F+(c˙),
where α0 = min|[a,Ω](α(s)) (recall that γ is timelike for g, i.e. F+s (c˙) < 1, and
(4.6)). From the construction, Pcl = I
−
cl (γcl) ⊂ P and, as both curves end at the
same pair (Ω, x+), necessarily I−op(Pop) = I
−
op(P ) (recall (3.9)).
In the other hand, suppose that Ω = ∞. First, consider the curve γcl(s) =
(tcl(s), c(s)), with s ∈ [a,∞) and where the component tcl(s) is determined by the
Finsler metrics in (4.4) and (4.5) as:
dtcl
ds
=
F+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
, tcl(a) = −kcl := −
∫ ∞
a
(
F+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
− 1
)
.
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Note that kcl is finite. In fact, from (4.6) it is 1 6 F+(c˙)/F+s (c˙) 6 1/α(s), which
joined to (5.3) imply
(0 6)kcl =
∫ ∞
a
(
F+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
− 1
)
6
∫ ∞
a
(
1
α(s)
− 1
)
<∞.
Moreover, as the curve γ(s) is future-directed timelike for g, i.e. F+s (c˙) < 1, so is
the curve γcl for gcl, since
F+(c˙) <
F+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
=
dtcl
ds
.
Similarly, one can consider the curve γop(s) = (top(s), c(s)), where the component
top(s) is determined by:
dtop
ds
=
α(s)F+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
, top(a) = kop :=
∫ ∞
a
(
1− α(s)F
+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
)
.
Again, kop is finite since, from (4.6), it is α(s) 6 α(s)F+(c˙)/F+s (c˙) 6 1, which
joined to (5.3) implies
(0 6)kop =
∫∞
a
(
1− α(s)F+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
)
6
∫∞
a
(1− α(s)) =
=
∫∞
a
α(s)
(
1
α(s) − 1
)
6
∫∞
a
(
1
α(s) − 1
)
<∞.
With this definition, the curve γop is future-directed timelike for gop, since
α(s)F+(c˙) < α(s)
F+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
=
dtop
ds
.
Note also that lims→∞(top(s)− tcl(s)) = 0. In fact:
lims→∞(top(s)− tcl(s)) = lims→∞(top(s)− s+ s− tcl(s))
= lims→∞
(∫ s
a
dtop
ds′ ds
′ + kop − s+ s−
∫ s
a
dtcl
ds′ ds
′ + kcl
)
= lims→∞
(∫ s
a
(
dtop
ds′ − 1
)
ds′ + kop −
∫ s
a
(
dtcl
ds′ − 1
)
ds′ + kcl
)
=
∫∞
a
(
dtop
ds − 1
)
ds− ∫∞
a
(
dtcl
ds − 1
)
ds+ kop + kcl
=
∫∞
a
(
α(s)F+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
− 1
)
ds− ∫∞
a
(
F+(c˙)
F+s (c˙)
− 1
)
ds+ kop + kcl
= 0.
(5.7)
Hence, by construction it is clear that tcl(s) 6 s 6 top(s) for all s ∈ [a,∞). There-
fore, if one defines the following TIPs for gcl and gop, resp.,
Pcl := I
−
cl (γcl) P
∗
op := I
−
op(γop),
one automatically has these inclusions:
Pcl ⊂ P ⊂ P ∗op, and thus I−op(Pcl) ⊂ Pop(= I−op(P )) ⊂ I−op(P ∗op) = P ∗op.
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So, in order to obtain the required equality I−op(Pcl) = Pop, it is sufficient to prove
I−op(Pcl) = P
∗
op. (5.8)
Define the curves ccl(s) := c(t
−1
cl (s)), cop(s) := c(t
−1
op (s)). Then,
Pcl = I
−
cl (γ˜cl), where γ˜cl(s) := (s, ccl(s))
P ∗op = I
−
op(γ˜op), where γ˜op(s) := (s, cop(s))
From the study developed in Section 3.1, the TIPs I−op(Pcl), P
∗
op can be rewritten
as follows (recall (3.3) and (3.4)):
I−op(Pcl) = Pop(b
+
ccl,op
), P ∗op = Pop(b
+
cop,op)
So, (5.8) will follow if we prove that b+cop,op = b
+
ccl,op
. To this aim, first note that
b+ccl,op(·) = lims→∞
(∫ s
0
ds′
α(s′) − d+(·, ccl(s))
)
= lims→∞
(∫ tcl(s)
0
ds′
α(s′) − d+(·, c(s))
)
b+cop,op(·) = lims→∞
(∫ s
0
ds′
α(s′) − d+(·, cop(s))
)
= lims→∞
(∫ top(s)
0
ds′
α(s′) − d+(·, c(s))
)
.
Thus, from (5.3) and (5.7), one deduces
b+cop,op(·)− b+ccl,op(·) = lims→∞(
∫ top(s)
0
ds′
α(s′) −
∫ tcl(s)
0
ds′
α(s′) )
= lims→∞(
∫ top(s)
tcl(s)
ds′
α(s′) )
= lims→∞
(∫ top(s)
tcl(s)
(
1
α(s′) − 1
)
ds′ +
∫ top(s)
tcl(s)
ds′
)
= 0.
We are now in conditions to introduce the following definition.
Definition 5.11 Two TIPs P 1, P 2 ∈ ∂ˆV are st-related, P 1 ∼st P 2, if there exists
a TIP Pcl for gcl such that Pcl ⊂ P 1 ∩ P 2 and I−op(P 1) = I−op(Pcl) = I−op(P 2).
When (5.3) holds, this relation is of equivalence5 and it defines the quotient space
Vˆ / ∼st. The (non-trivial) classes of equivalence in Vˆ / ∼st will be called (future)
strains.
We will denote by Πˆ the natural projection onto the quotient, Πˆ : Vˆ → Vˆ / ∼st.
Remark 5.12 The space Vˆ / ∼st is endowed with the quotient topology from Vˆ .
Here, we are going to justify that this quotient topology can be also given as well
in terms of a limit operator. The argument below is general.
Let L be a limit operator on a set X, i.e., a map L : S(X)→ P(X) (where S(X)
is the set of all sequences in X and P(X) is the set of parts of X) satisfying that,
if σ˜ is a subsequence of some σ ∈ S(X), then L(σ) ⊂ L(σ˜). Endow X with the
5Symmetry and transitivity are straightforward, while reflexivity is a consequence of Lemma
5.10.
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associated topology τL, defined by the following statement: C ⊂ X is closed if, and
only if, L(σ) ⊂ C for all sequence σ in C. Define in X a relation of equivalence ∼
and denote by pi : X → X/ ∼ the natural projection. The space X/ ∼ is endowed
with the quotient topology induced from τL and ∼. Alternatively, note that L and
∼ allow to define a limit operator L∼ in the quotient X/ ∼ just by putting:6
[x] ∈ L∼({[xn]}) ⇐⇒ ∃ x′ ∈ pi−1([x]), x′n ∈ pi−1([xn]) ∀n ∈ N : x′ ∈ L({x′n}).
(5.9)
where [x], [xn] ∈ X/ ∼. The equivalence between both topologies on X/ ∼, the
topology τL∼ associated to L∼ and the quotient topology τL/ ∼ induced from τL
and ∼, comes from the following equivalences:
C ⊂ X/ ∼ is closed for τ/ ∼ ⇐⇒ pi−1(C) is closed in X
⇐⇒ L(σ) ⊂ pi−1(C) for all sequence σ ⊂ pi−1(C)
⇐⇒ L∼(pi(σ)) ⊂ C for all sequence pi(σ) ⊂ C.
Next, we are going to determine when the composition Jˆ := Πˆ ◦ jˆ is bijective
and continuous. But, first, we need some previous lemmas.
Lemma 5.13 Assume that (5.3) holds, d+Q is a generalized distance and M
+
C is
locally compact. Then, Pcl ∈ Lˆ({Pncl}) if and only if Pop ∈ Lˆ({Pnop}), where Pop =
I−op(Pcl) and P
n
op = I
−
op(P
n
cl).
Proof. Consider γn : [an,Ωn) → V , γ : [a,Ω) → V such that γn = (t, cn(t)),
γ(t) = (t, c(t)) and Pncl = Pcl(b
+
cn,cl
) = I−cl (γn), Pcl = Pcl(b
+
c,cl) = I
−
cl (γ). Recalling
(3.3), (3.4), we deduce that I−op(γn) = Pop(b
+
cn,op) and I
−
op(γ) = Pop(b
+
c,op). In
particular, our statement is equivalent to the following one (recall Section 3.3):
b+c,cl ∈ Lˆ({b+cn,cl}) if and only if b+c,op ∈ Lˆ({b+cn,op}).
We will focus on the implication to the left, as the other one is similar but simpler.
So, assume that b+c,op ∈ Lˆ({b+cn,op}). From Proposition 5.3, we have that b+cn,op =
b+cn,cl + KΩn and b
+
c,op = b
+
c,cl + KΩ. Then, from our assumption, we deduce that
b+c,cl ∈ Lˆ
(
{b+cn,cl + (KΩn −KΩ)}n
)
. The result follows if we prove that KΩn → KΩ
or, equivalently, that Ωn → Ω (recall (5.3)).
On one hand, suppose that Ω <∞ and define:
Ωnop =
∫ Ωn
0
ds
α(s)
, Ωop =
∫ Ω
0
ds
α(s)
(5.10)
With these definitions, we obtain that b+c,op = d
+
(Ωop,x+)
for some x+ ∈ M+C (re-
call (3.7) and (3.8)). As M+C is locally compact, d
+
Q is a generalized distance and
6It is worth pointing out that this is not the unique possible choice for L∼ (a drawback of L∼
is that, even if L is of the first order, L∼ may not). However, other natural alternatives would
yield the same topology.
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d+(Ωop,x+) = b
+
c,op ∈ Lˆ({b+cn,op}), the naturally adapted version of [7, Proposition
5.24] ensures that {Ωnop} → Ωop, and so, that Ωn → Ω.
On the other hand, if Ω = ∞, as γ(t) ∈ Pop ⊂ LI({Pnop}), for every t ∈ [a,∞)
there exists n0 such that γ(t) = (t, c(t)) ∈ Pnop for n ≥ n0. Therefore, γ(t)op γn(t′)
for some t′ ∈ [an,Ωn), and, from Prop. 3.1,∫ t′
t
ds
α(s)
> d+(c(t), cn(t
′)) ≥ 0,
which implies that Ωn(> t
′) ≥ t. Taking t ↗ ∞, one deduces that Ωn → Ω = ∞.
Lemma 5.14 Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.13, if Pcl ∈ Lˆ({Pncl}) then any
sequence {Pn}n, with Pn ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pncl)), contains some subsequence {Pnk}k such
that P ∈ Lˆ({Pnk}) for some P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)).
Before the proof of this lemma, we have to introduce the following general result
for c-completions (recall [3, Corollary 5.12]). For the convenience of the reader, a
detailed proof of this result is included here.
Lemma 5.15 Take {Pn} ⊂ Vˆ and P ′ ∈ Vˆ . If P ′ ⊂ LI({Pn}) then there exist
P ⊃ P ′ and a subsequence {Pnk}k ⊂ {Pn} such that P ∈ Lˆ({Pnk}k).
Proof. As P ′ ⊂ LI({Pn}) ⊂ LS({Pn}), Zorn’s lemma ensures the existence of a
maximal IP P such that P ′ ⊂ P ⊂ LS({Pn}). Let {xm} ⊂ V be a chronological
chain (i.e. xm  xm+1 for all m) generating P (i.e. P = ∪mI−(xm)). As P ⊂
LS({Pn}), for every m there exists {nmk }k ⊂ N such that xm ∈ Pn
m
k for all k.
As xm  xm+1, the desired subsequence is {Pnk}k with nk := nkk. In fact, by
construction P satisfies: (i) P ⊂ LI({Pnk}), (ii) P is maximal in LS({Pnk}) (as P
is maximal in LS({Pn})), and the first assertion follows.
Proof of Lemma 5.14. As Pcl ∈ Lˆ({Pncl}), necessarily Pcl ⊂ LI({Pncl}), and thus,
Pcl ⊂ LI({I−(Pncl)}). As the inferior limit is a past set for g, necessarily
jˆ(Pcl) = I
−(Pcl) ⊂ LI({I−(Pncl)}) = LI({jˆ(Pncl)}). (5.11)
Moreover, since any element Pn ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pncl)) satisfies Pncl ⊂ Pn (Defn. 5.11),
necessarily I−(Pncl) ⊂ I−(Pn) = Pn. Taking into account (5.11), it is
jˆ(Pcl) ⊂ LI({I−(Pncl)}) ⊂ LI({Pn}) ⊂ LS({Pn}),
and jˆ(Pcl) is an IP for g. Then, from Lemma 5.15 there exist an IP P for g and
some subsequence {Pnk}k ⊂ {Pn} such that:
P ∈ Lˆ({Pnk}). (5.12)
In order to check that P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)), note that from g ≺0 gop and the inclusion
jˆ(Pcl) ⊂ P ,
I−op(Pcl) = I
−
op(I
−(Pcl)) ⊂ I−op(P ). (5.13)
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Taking into account that Pnk ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pnkcl )) and (5.12), it is straightforward that
I−op(P ) ⊂ LI({I−op(Pnk)})) = LI({I−op(Pnkcl )}). (5.14)
Moreover, as Pcl ∈ Lˆ({Pncl}), from Lemma 5.13 the subsequence satisfies I−op(Pcl) ∈
Lˆ({I−op(Pnkcl )}). Hence, I−op(Pcl) is maximal in LS({I−op(Pnkcl )}) (recall (2.3)), which
joined to (5.13) and (5.14) implies
I−op(Pcl) = I
−
op(P ).
From this equality and the fact that Pcl ⊂ I−(Pcl) ⊂ P , we deduce that P ∈
Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)), as required.
Theorem 5.16 Let V = (R ×M, g) be a spacetime as in (4.1) such that gcl ≺0
g ≺0 gop. If (5.3) holds, d+Q is a generalized distance and M+C is locally compact
then the map
Jˆ = Πˆ ◦ jˆ : Vˆcl → Vˆ / ∼st
is bijective and continuous. Moreover, if, in addition, Vˆ / ∼st is Hausdorff, then Jˆ
is an homeomorphism.
Proof. For the injectivity of Jˆ , assume that P 1cl 6= P 2cl. From Proposition 5.3 (2),
I−op
(
jˆ(P 1cl)
)
= I−op(P
1
cl) 6= I−op(P 2cl) = I−op
(
jˆ(P 2cl)
)
. So, jˆ(P 1cl) 6∼st jˆ(P 2cl) and then
Jˆ (P 1cl) 6= Jˆ (P 2cl).
For the continuity7 of Jˆ , consider a sequence {Pncl} ⊂ Vˆcl and Pcl ∈ Vˆcl such
that Pcl ∈ Lˆ({Pncl}). By contradiction, suppose that {Jˆ (Pncl)} does not converge
to Jˆ (Pcl). Then, there exists an open neighborhood U of Jˆ (Pcl) such that, up to
a subsequence, it does not contain {Jˆ (Pncl)} for any n; i.e., Πˆ−1(U) is an open set
of Vˆ containing all the elements in Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)), but not containing any element
of Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pncl)). This is in contradiction to the fact that, from Lemma 5.14, there
exists some subsequence {Pnk}k, Pnk ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pnkcl )) and P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)) such
that P ∈ Lˆ({Pnk}).
For the surjectivity of Jˆ , consider an arbitrary element Πˆ(P ) ∈ Vˆ / ∼st, with P
IP of (V, g). Lemma 5.10 ensures the existence of Pcl ∈ Vˆcl such that
Pcl ⊂ P and I−op(Pcl) = I−op(P ).
In particular, we deduce that (jˆ(Pcl) =)I
−(Pcl) ∼st P , and so, that Jˆ (Pcl) =
Πˆ(jˆ(Pcl)) = Πˆ(P ), as required.
Finally, let us prove that Jˆ−1 is continuous if Vˆ / ∼st is Hausdorff. Con-
sider a sequence {Jˆ (Pncl)}n ⊂ Vˆ / ∼st and Jˆ (Pcl) ∈ Vˆ / ∼st such that Jˆ (Pcl) ∈
Lˆ∼st({Jˆ (Pncl)}) (where Lˆ∼st is the quotient limit associated to Lˆ and ∼st, recall
7 Notice that the simple characterization of continuity by means of sequences (which is used
typically in first countable spaces) holds also when the domain is a sequential space defined by a
limit operator, see [6, Footnote 13].
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(5.9)). We have just to check that Pcl ∈ Lˆ({Pncl}), and so, {Pncl} converges to
Pcl with the future chronological topology (recall again footnote 7). Assume by
contradiction that this is not the case. From the definition of Lˆ∼st , there ex-
ist a sequence {Pn}, with Pn ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ ({Pncl})), and some P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl))
such that P ∈ Lˆ({Pn}). In particular, from (2.3) and the fact that g ≺ gop,
Pop := I
−
op(P ) ⊂ LI({I−op(Pn)}) = LI({Pnop}). Observe that Pop /∈ Lˆ({Pnop})
as, otherwise, Lemma 5.13 ensures that Pcl ∈ Lˆ({Pncl}), a contradiction (observe
that, as P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)) and Pn ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pncl)), necessarily Pop = I−op(Pcl) and
Pnop = I
−
op(P
n
cl)). So, Lemma 5.15 ensures the existence of a subsequence {Pnkop }k of
{Pnop} and Pop ( P ′op ∈ Vˆop such that P ′op ∈ Lˆ({Pnkop }). Now, taking into account
that P ′op = I
−
op(P
′
cl) for some P
′
cl ∈ Vˆcl (apply Lemma 5.10 with g = gop) and ap-
plying Lemma 5.13, we obtain that P ′cl ∈ Lˆ({Pnkcl }) with P ′cl 6= Pcl (as P ′op 6= Pop).
Finally, from the injectivity and continuity of Jˆ ,
Jˆ (Pcl), Jˆ (P ′cl) ∈ Lˆ∼st({Jˆ (Pnkcl )}) with Jˆ (Pcl) 6= Jˆ (P ′cl),
which contradicts the Hausdorff character of Vˆ / ∼st.
Remark 5.17 Under general circumstances (for example, open subsets of mani-
folds) a continuous bijective map admits a continuous inverse. However, the iso-
causality between V and Vcl does not imply the Hausdorffness of Vˆ nor Vˆ / ∼st and,
obviously, the latter is an obstruction for Jˆ being an homeomorphism (recall that
Vˆcl is Hausdorff). In order to understand why Vˆ may be non-Hausdorff, recall that
the Lˆ-convergence of a sequence of TIP’s {Pn} to some TIP P ⊂ lim inf{Pn} de-
pends on the maximality of P into lim sup{Pn}. The hypotheses on gcl (formulated
by using the Fermat metric for stationary spacetimes) prevent the existence of dif-
ferent maximal sets in lim sup{Pn}, but there is no reason to expect that such sets
do not exist for g -namely, a close but non-stationary metric. Nevertheless, the last
statement of Theorem 5.16 shows that non-Hausdorffness is the unique obstruction
for the continuity of Jˆ−1.
5.4 Past c-boundary ∂ˇV
As we commented before, the corresponding arguments and results for the past
c-completion are deduced in a totally analogous way. Summarizing Theorems 5.5
and 5.16 we have:
Theorem 5.18 Let V = (R ×M, g) be a spacetime as in (4.1) such that gcl ≺0
g ≺0 gop holds. If the integral condition∫ 0
−∞
(
1
α(s)
− 1
)
ds <∞ (5.15)
holds, then the map
jˇ : Vˇcl → Vˇ
Fcl 7→ I+(Fcl)
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is injective. So, Vˇ contains a cone of base M−B and apex i
−.
Moreover, if additionally M−C is locally compact and d
−
Q is a generalized distance,
then the map
Jˇ = Πˇ ◦ jˇ : Vˇcl → Vˇ / ∼st
is bijective and continuous. When Vˇ / ∼st is also Hausdorff then Jˇ is an homeo-
morphism.
Remark 5.19 According to Corollary 5.6, we can establish the following assertions
under the general hypotheses of Theorem 5.18: (1) if (M,d−) is bounded then ∂ˇV
contains a cone of base ∂−CM and apex i
−; if, in addition, (M,d−) is complete (thus,
compact), the past c-boundary is i−; (2) if (M,d−) is complete and (5.15) holds,
the past c-boundary contains a cone of base ∂−BM and apex i
− (recall Remark 4.8).
6 The (total) c-boundary ∂V
Now, we are ready to study the total c-boundary of V = (R×M, g).
6.1 ∂V as a point set
As in the study of partial boundaries (recall Theorems 5.5 and 5.18), firstly our aim
is to introduce and analyze a map of the form
j : V cl −→ V .
In a first attempt, one could try to define j((Pcl, Fcl)) = (jˆ(Pcl), jˇ(Fcl)). However,
it is not true in general that Pcl ∼S Fcl implies jˆ(Pcl)(= I−(Pcl)) ∼S jˇ(Fcl)(=
I+(Fcl)), and so, we cannot ensure that (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ V cl implies (jˆ(Pcl), jˇ(Fcl)) ∈ V .
The reason of this problem is that, even if the choices for jˆ and jˇ are canonical, there
exists potential alternatives (see Remark 5.8), and the ambiguity derived from these
alternatives yields pathological properties when the total c-completion is studied.
Therefore, in order to deal with j, we have to look into the different alternatives for
jˆ and jˇ. With this aim, let us consider the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.1 Let (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ V cl be such that Pcl and Fcl are associated to the same
p = (Ω, xs) ∈ R ×MsC , i.e. Pcl = Pcl(d+p ) and Fcl = Fcl(d−p ). Then, there exist
P ∈ Vˆ and F ∈ Vˇ with P 6= ∅ 6= F such that P ∼S F , P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)) and F ∈
Πˇ−1(Jˇ (Fcl)). In the case that xs ∈M , then P = I−((Ω, xs)) and F = I+((Ω, xs)).
Proof. The last assertion is trivial, so we can focus directly on the case xs ∈ ∂sCM ,
and thus, (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ ∂clV . As Pcl ∼S Fcl and gcl ≺ gop, the following inclusions
hold:
Pcl ⊂↓cl Fcl ⊂↓op Fcl, Fcl ⊂↑cl Pcl ⊂↑op Pcl.
Taking into account that gcl ≺0 g, we also have:
I−(Pcl) ⊂↓ I+(Fcl) I+(Fcl) ⊂↑ I−(Pcl).
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Therefore, since I−(Pcl) and I+(Fcl) are an IP and an IF, resp., for g, there exist
some TIP P and some TIF F such that
I−(Pcl) ⊂ P, I+(Fcl) ⊂ F and P ∼S F (6.1)
(for instance, take P being maximal IP in ↓ I+(Fcl) containing I−(Pcl) and F
being maximal IF in ↑ P containing I+(Fcl)). Next, we are going to prove that
P ∈ Πˆ−1((Jˆ (Pcl)) and F ∈ Πˇ−1(Jˇ (Fcl)). Taking into account that g ≺0 gop, (6.1)
implies:
I−op(Pcl) ⊂ I−op(P ) ⊂↓ I+op(F ) ⊂↓ I+op(Fcl)
I+op(Fcl) ⊂ I+op(F ) ⊂↑ I−op(P ) ⊂↑ I−op(Pcl).
In fact, for the first inclusion of the first line note that Pcl ⊂ P implies I−op(Pcl) ⊂
I−op(P ). For the second inclusion, P ∼S F implies P ⊂↓ F , and thus, I−op(P ) ⊂↓op
I+op(F ). Finally, for the third inclusion, Fcl ⊂ F implies I+op(Fcl) ⊂ I+op(F ), and so,
↑op I+op(F ) ⊂↑op I+op(Fcl). The inclusions in the second line are deduced analogously.
From the construction, I−op(Pcl) and I
+
op(Fcl) are associated to the same pair
(Ω, xs), and so, I−op(Pcl) ∼S I+op(Fcl). From previous inclusions, I−op(P ) = I−op(Pcl)
and I+op(F ) = I
+
op(Fcl), since, otherwise, the maximality of I
−
op(Pcl) and I
+
op(Fcl)
would be violated (recall (2.1)). This joined to the fact that Pcl ⊂ P and Fcl ⊂ F
(recall (6.1)) gives P ∈ Πˆ−1((Jˆ (Pcl)) and F ∈ Πˇ−1(Jˇ (Fcl)), as required.
Lemma 6.2 Suppose that d+Q is a generalized distance. If (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ ∂clV satisfies
Fcl = ∅ (resp. Pcl = ∅), then (I−(Pcl), ∅) ∈ ∂V (resp. (∅, I+(Fcl)) ∈ ∂V ).
Proof. Suppose Fcl = ∅ (thus, Pcl 6= ∅). As d+Q is a generalized distance, there exists
a timelike curve γ : [a,∞)→ V , γ(t) = (t, c(t)), such that Pcl = I−cl (γ) = Pcl(b+c,cl)
(recall the second point of the Point Set structure in Theorem 3.4). In particular,
from g ≺ gop,
↑ I−(Pcl) ⊂↑op I−op(Pcl) = ∅.
Therefore, (I−(Pcl), ∅) ∈ ∂V .
Observe that, under the hypothesis of d+Q being a generalized distance, previous
lemmas include all the possibilities for pairs in ∂clV (recall the second point of the
Point Set structure in Theorem 3.4). So, we are able to establish the following
result:
Proposition 6.3 Let V be a spacetime as in (4.1) such that gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop, and
assume that (5.3), (5.15) hold and d+Q is a generalized distance. Consider any map
j : V cl → V given by:
j((Pcl, Fcl)) :=
 (I
−(Pcl), ∅) if Fcl = ∅
(∅, I+(Fcl)) if Pcl = ∅
(P0, F0) otherwise
(6.2)
where (P0, F0) is any particular choice of pair obtained from Lemma 6.1 (so that,
P0 ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)) and F0 ∈ Πˇ−1(Jˇ (Pcl))). Then, j is well defined and injective.
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Proof. Observe that, if d+Q is a generalized distance, any (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ V cl should fall
under the conditions of Lemma 6.1 or Lemma 6.2 (recall Theorem 3.4, the second
point about the Point Set structure), and so, j((Pcl, Fcl)) ∈ V , i.e., j is well defined.
For the injectivity, assume that j((Pcl, Fcl)) = (P, F ) = j((P
′
cl, F
′
cl)). If P 6= ∅
(the case F 6= ∅ is analogous), we deduce from the construction that
Pop = I
−
op(Pcl) = I
−
op(P ) = I
−
op(P
′
cl) = P
′
op
So, applying Proposition 5.3 (2) we have that Pcl = P
′
cl. Finally, as d
+
Q is a gener-
alized distance, Theorem 3.4 ensures that Fcl = F
′
cl.
Recall that in the case of partial boundaries we made a canonical choice for jˆ
and jˇ, but alternative choices may deserve to be taken into account (recall Remark
5.8). Here, j is explicitly constructed by using any of the possible (P0, F0) provided
by Lemma 6.1. In order to avoid this ambiguity, as well as possible problems with
the continuity of j, we will extend the concept of strains to the c-completion (recall
Definition 5.11). In this sense, let us associate first, to each (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ V cl, the
subset ST ((Pcl, Fcl)) ⊂ V defined as follows:
(P, F ) ∈ ST ((Pcl, Fcl)) ⇐⇒

if P 6= ∅ 6= Pcl then P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl))
if F 6= ∅ 6= Fcl then F ∈ Πˇ−1(Jˇ (Fcl))
if Pcl = ∅ then P = ∅
if Fcl = ∅ then F = ∅
(6.3)
In particular, if namely (∅, F ) ∈ ST ((∅, Fcl)), then F 6= ∅ 6= Fcl, and so, F ∈
Πˇ−1(Jˇ (Fcl)).
Lemma 6.4 If (Pcl, Fcl) 6= (P ′cl, F ′cl) then ST ((Pcl, Fcl)) ∩ ST ((P ′cl, F ′cl)) = ∅.
Proof. Assume the existence of some
(P, F ) ∈ ST ((Pcl, Fcl)) ∩ ST ((P ′cl, F ′cl)) 6= ∅, with P 6= ∅,
(the case F 6= ∅ is analogous). Then, P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)) ∩ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (P ′cl)) and, by
the injectivity of Πˆ and Jˆ , necessarily Pcl = P ′cl. On the other hand, as d+Q is a
generalized distance, the c-completion V cl is simple as a point set (recall Definition
2.3). Therefore, from Pcl = P
′
cl, we deduce that (Pcl, Fcl) = (P
′
cl, F
′
cl), as desired.
Now we are in conditions to introduce the following definition for strains in V
by means of a relation of equivalence (observe that reflexivity and symmetry are
straightforward, while transitivity is a consequence of previous lemma).
Definition 6.5 Let ∼st be the relation of equivalence on V defined by:
(P, F ) ∼st (P ′, F ′) ⇐⇒
{
(P, F ) = (P ′, F ′), or
(P, F ), (P ′, F ′) ∈ ST ((Pcl, Fcl)) for some (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ V cl.
The (non-trivial) classes of equivalence in V / ∼st will be called (total) strains. We
will denote by Π : V → V / ∼st the natural projection onto the quotient.
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(A)
(B)
(C)
Figure 5: Two examples of (total) strains.
The left figure shows a tame possibility for the strain. It is formed by a foliation
of lightlike curves ending at the same point. All the boundary points in this strain
are of the form (P, ∅).
The right figure shows a wilder possibility. The strain is formed by three connected
components: Two of them, labeled by (A) and (B), are foliated by lightlike curves,
and the lightlike curves in the first one do not necessarily end at the same point.
The third one is the segment (C). The boundary points in (A) and (B) are of the
form (P, ∅) and (∅, F ) resp., while the points in the segment (C) are of the form
(P, F ) with P 6= ∅ 6= F .
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As in the case of the partial boundaries, the following result assures that the total
boundary contains ∂clV as a point set. Its proof is straightforward from Lemma
6.4.
Theorem 6.6 Let V = (R×M, g) be a spacetime as in (4.1) such that gcl ≺0 g ≺0
gop. If d
+
Q is a generalized distance and (5.3), (5.15) hold, then the map
J : V cl → V / ∼st, (Pcl, Fcl) 7→ Π(j((Pcl, Fcl))) (6.4)
is injective.
Taking into account the structure of the c-boundary in terms of lines (recall
Theorem 3.4), we can also define quotient lines in ∂V/ ∼st of the following type:
J (L(Pcl, Fcl)) := {J ((Pcl(b+c,cl + k), Fcl(b−c′,cl + k))), k ∈ R}, (6.5)
where (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ ∂clV with Pcl ≡ Pcl(b+c,cl), Fcl = Fcl(b−c′,cl).
Such a definition suggests a natural lifting to ∂V defined by j in the following way
j(L(Pcl, Fcl)) := {j(Pcl(b+c,cl + k), Fcl(b−c′,cl + k)), k ∈ R}. (6.6)
This lifting preserves properties of the original line L(Pcl, Fcl) with independence of
the choice of j in (6.2). For example, as we will see in the next section, it preserves
the causal structure. Let us introduce some notation for these elements:
Definition 6.7 Consider a line L(Pcl, Fcl) ⊂ ∂clV for some (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ ∂clV
and consider the quotient line J (L(Pcl, Fcl)) ⊂ ∂V/ ∼st (see (6.5)). The set
j(L(Pcl, Fcl)), defined in (6.6), will be called the column of the quotient line. For
each x ∈ J (L(Pcl, Fcl)), Π−1(x) will be a bone of the quotient line. Finally, we will
call the set Π−1(J (L(Pcl, Fcl))) skeleton (see Figure 3).
Finally, recalling the point set structure of ∂clV described in Theorem 3.4:
Corollary 6.8 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6.6, the boundary ∂V contains a
skeleton (and thus, at least, a column) for each line of ∂clV .
6.2 Causality
For the causal structure, note that we have not already defined a causal relation
in the space V / ∼st. In fact, it is not expected in general to obtain a complete
satisfactory definition of causal relation in this kind of spaces. The reason is simple:
we have not ensured that the relation between representatives of different strains is
independent of the choice of such a representatives. However, for (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ V , the
line J (L(Pcl, Fcl)) has a lifting, the column, which satisfies the following property.
Theorem 6.9 Let V = (R ×M, g) be a spacetime as in (4.1) with gcl ≺0 g ≺0
gop. Assume that d
+
Q is a generalized distance and (5.3), (5.15) hold. For every
(Pcl, Fcl) ∈ ∂clV , the column
j(L(Pcl, Fcl)) is
{
horismotic if, either Pcl = ∅, or Fcl = ∅
timelike otherwise.
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Proof. Assume that Pcl = Pcl(b
+
c,cl) and Fcl = Fcl(b
−
c′,cl). Given two pairs (P
i
cl, F
i
cl) ∈
L(Pcl, Fcl), i = 1, 2, necessarily P icl ≡ Pcl(b+c + ki), F icl ≡ Fcl(b−c′ + ki) with, say,
k1 < k2. Then, one has two possibilities:
• Case Fcl = ∅ 6= Pcl (the case Fcl 6= ∅ = Pcl is analogous). From Theorem
3.4 (with α˜ ≡ 1), P 1cl ⊂ P 2cl. Hence, I−(P 1cl) ⊂ I−(P 2cl), and thus (I−(P 1cl), ∅)
is causally, but not timelike, related to (I−(P 2cl), ∅). In conclusion, the set
j(L(Pcl, Fcl)) is horismotic.
• Case Pcl 6= ∅ 6= Fcl. As L(Pcl, Fcl) is timelike (see Theorem 3.4), P 2cl ∩ F 1cl 6=
∅. Consider (P i, F i) = j(P icl, F icl), with i = 1, 2. From the definition of j,
P icl ⊂ P i, F icl ⊂ F i (recall Lemma 6.1). Hence, ∅ 6= F 1cl ∩ P 2cl ⊂ F 1 ∩ P 2, and
thus, j(L(Pcl, Fcl)) is timelike.
Even though there is not a unique choice for j, Theorem 6.9 is independent of
this choice. So, the following definition grasps the causal structure of the quotient
V / ∼st.
Definition 6.10 The quotient line J (L(Pcl, Fcl)) is: horismotic if either Pcl = ∅,
or Fcl = ∅; and timelike otherwise.
6.3 Topology
Now, we are ready to establish and prove our main result.
Theorem 6.11 Let V = (R×M, g) be a spacetime as in (4.1) with gcl ≺0 g ≺0 gop.
Assume that d+Q is a generalized distance, M
s
C is locally compact and (5.3),(5.15)
hold. Then, the map J : V cl → V / ∼st in (6.4) is injective and continuous.
If, in addition, V / ∼st is Hausdorff, then J is an homeomorphism.
Proof of the first statement. The injectivity of J was proved in Theorem 6.6.
For the continuity of J , assume that (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ L({(Pncl, Fncl)}) and let us prove
that {J ((Pncl, Fncl))}n converges to J ((Pcl, Fcl)). By contradiction, suppose that
there exists some neighborhood U of J ((Pcl, Fcl)) such that, up to a subsequence,
J ((Pncl, Fncl)) 6∈ U for any n. Then, the open set Π−1(U), which contains all the
elements in Π−1(J ((Pcl, Fcl))), does not contain any element in Π−1(J ((Pncl, Fncl)))
for any n. Now, suppose that Pcl 6= ∅ (the case Fcl 6= ∅ is analogous), and thus,
Pcl ∈ Lˆ({Pncl}). Note that Pncl 6= ∅ for n big enough. From Lemma 5.14, any
sequence {Pn}, with Pn ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pncl)) for all n, admits some subsequence {Pnk}k
converging to some P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)). Consider the following two possibilities:
• Case Fcl = ∅. Then, according to Lemma 6.2, (P, ∅) ∈ Π−1(J ((Pcl, ∅))),
and so, {(Pnk , Fnk)}k → (P, ∅) with the chronological topology, where Fnk is
chosen such that (Pnk , Fnk) ∈ ∂V for every k.
• Case Fcl 6= ∅. Then, Pncl 6= ∅ 6= Fncl for n big enough. From Lemma 6.1,
one can take (Pn, Fn) ∈ Π−1(J ((Pncl, Fncl))) with Pn 6= ∅ 6= Fn. From
Lemma 5.14 (and its dual version for the past), there exists some subsequence
{(Pnk , Fnk)}k converging to some (P, F ) ∈ Π−1(J ((Pcl, Fcl))).
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In both cases one deduces the existence of some subsequence {(Pnk , Fnk)}k, with
(Pnk , Fnk) ∈ Π−1(J ((Pnkcl , Fnkcl ))), converging to some (P, F ) ∈ Π−1(J ((Pcl, Fcl))).
So, (Pnk , Fnk) ∈ Π−1(U) for k big enough, a contradiction.
In general, the result claimed in this first statement of previous theorem is opti-
mal. In fact, the structure of the c-completion of the spacetime (V, g) could be very
complicated, and it may differ radically from the c-completion of the stationary one
(even after the identification of the strains). So, in order to go further, it is nec-
essary to impose additional conditions which simplify this structure. In this sense,
the Hausdorff character of the quotient space V / ∼st imposed in the last statement
of Theorem 6.11 becomes natural (see [3, 6, 7] for other works where the Hausdorff
character of the c-completion has been analyzed).
In order to prove the last statement of Theorem 6.11, first we establish the
following technical lemma:
Lemma 6.12 Assume that d+Q is a generalized distance, M
s
C is locally compact
and V / ∼st is Hausdorff. If (P, F ) ∈ ∂V with P 6= ∅ 6= F , then Pop(= I−op(P )) ∼S
Fop(= I
+
op(F )).
Proof. Let γP : [a,Ω) → V, γP (t) = (t, cP (t)) and γF : [a,−Ω) → V, γF (t) =
(−t, cF (t)) timelike for g such that P = I−(γP ) and F = I+(γF ). From ↑ P 6=
∅ 6=↓ F (recall that ∅ 6= P ∼S F 6= ∅), it is Ω,−Ω < ∞. Hence, cP , cF must
converge to some x0, x1 ∈ MsC , respectively (recall that γP , γF are timelike curves
for gop, the discussion above (3.7), Remark 4.8 and the fact that d
+
Q is a generalized
distance). In particular, Pop = Pop(d
+
(Ωop,x0)
) and Fop = Fop(d
−
(Ωop,x1)
), where Ωop
and Ωop are defined as in (5.10). In order to show that Pop ∼S Fop, we are going to
prove that (Ωop, x0) = (Ωop, x1) (recall Remark 3.3 assertion (i)), or, equivalently,
(Ω, x0) = (Ω, x1).
Assume by contradiction that Ω 6= Ω, and thus, Ω < Ω (otherwise, P 6⊂↓ F ).
From P ∼S F , we ensure the existence of sequences {tn} ⊂ [a,Ω) and {sn} ⊂
[a,−Ω) with tn ↗ Ω, sn ↗ −Ω and γP (tn)  γF (sn) for all n ∈ N. Denote by
σn : [tn, sn]→ V, σn(s) = (s, cn(s)) a timelike curve joining γP (tn) and γF (sn).
First, note that for any sequence {rn} with rn ∈ [tn, sn], it is P ⊂ LI({I−(σn(rn))})
and F ⊂ LI({I+(σn(rn))}). Since P ∼S F , [6, Lemma 3.15] ensures that
(P, F ) ∈ L({(I−(σn(rn)), I+(σn(rn)))}).
In particular, from the definition of L∼st (recall (5.9)),
[(P, F )] ∈ L∼st({[(I−(σn(rn)), I+(σn(rn)))]}) for any {rn} with rn ∈ [tn, sn].
(6.7)
So, our aim will be to find a second limit point that contradicts the Hausdorffness
hypothesis. With this aim, we state the following claim (proved below).
Claim: There exist x∞ ∈ MsC , t∞ ∈ (Ω,Ω) and a subsequence {cnk} ⊂ {cn}
such that limk d
+
Q(cnk(t∞), x∞) = 0.
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In particular, since d+Q is a generalized distance, we obtain that {d±(t∞,cnk (t∞))}
converges pointwise to d±(t∞,x∞) and so that d
+
(t∞,x∞)
∈ Lˆ({d+(t∞,cnk (t∞))}) and
d−(t∞,x∞) ∈ Lˇ({d
−
(t∞,cnk (t
∞))}) (recall Proposition 3.2). Therefore, if we consider
the terminal sets Pcl = Pcl(d
+
(t∞,x∞)
), Fcl = Fcl(d
−
(t∞,x∞)
), the characterization of L
at the beginning of Section 3.3 gives:
(P cl, F cl) ∈ L({(I−cl (σnk(t∞)), I+cl (σnk(t∞))}).
Summarizing, if we apply the continuous function J to previous sequence, and
taking into account (6.7), we deduce
[(P, F )],J ((P cl, F cl)) ∈ L∼st({(I−(σnk(t∞)), I+(σnk(t∞)))}).
So, in order to get the contradiction, it suffices to prove that [(P, F )] 6= J ((Pcl, Fcl))
(recall that V / ∼st is Hausdorff). Observe that, from the definition of ∼st and J ,
it is deduced directly that Π−1(J ((P cl, F cl))) = ST ((P cl, F cl)). Then, one only
needs to prove that (P, F ) /∈ ST ((P cl, F cl)) or, particularly, that P /∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (P cl)),
since P 6= ∅ 6= P cl. But this follows from the fact that P cl 6⊂ P . In fact, P cl =
Pcl(d
+
(t∞,x∞)
) contains points (t, x) ∈ V with t > Ω which cannot belong to P =
I−(γP ) (recall that the temporal component of γP (t) is smaller than Ω).
Therefore, we have obtained that Ω = Ω. Finally, as P ⊂↓ F and g ≺0 gop, we
have that Pop ⊂↓op Fop. So, taking into account that Pop = Pop(d+(Ωop,x0)), Fop =
Fop(d
−
(Ω,x1)
) and (3.14), we have that Pop(d
+
(Ωop,x0)
) ⊂ Pop(d+(Ωop,x1)), i.e.,
d+(Ωop,x0) 6 d
+
(Ωop,x1)
.
Evaluating both expressions in x1, we deduce that d
+
Q(x1, x0) = 0 and, taking into
account that d+Q is a generalized distance, necessarily x0 = x1.
Proof of the Claim. Consider the auxiliary generalized distance,
daux : (R×MsC)× (R×MsC) → R
with
daux ((s1, y1), (s2, y2)) = d
+
Q(y1, y2) + |s1 − s2|.
Our aim is to apply [7, Theorem 5.15] to the family of curves {σn}. In order to
apply that theorem, we have to ensure the following conditions: (i) the family of
curves is defined in the same interval I = [a, b] with a < b, (ii) σn is an oriented
equicontinuous family of functions (see [7, Definition 5.10]) and (iii) σn(a) has an
accumulation point admitting a compact neighborhood. For (i), observe that we
can consider a = Ω and b = Ω, as Ω < Ω, tn ↗ Ω and sn ↘ Ω . For (ii), recall
that the curves σn(s) = (s, cn(s)) are timelike for g, and then, for gop (recall that
g ≺0 gop). From (4.5):
α(s)F+(c˙n(s)) < 1,
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and so,
d+(cn(s1), cn(s2)) 6
∫ s2
s1
F+(c˙n(s))ds <
∫ s2
s1
1
α(s)
ds 6 1
min|[t0,s0](α(s))
(s2 − s1).
(6.8)
Therefore, for s1 < s2 we obtain that:
daux(σn(s1), σn(s2)) = (s2 − s1) + d+(cn(s1), cn(s2))
< (s2 − s1)(1 + 1min|[t0,s0](α(s)) ),
which imply that the family σn is oriented equicontinuous. Finally, for (iii), recall
that d+(cn(tn), cn(Ω)) <
1
min|[t0,s0](α(s))
(Ω − s1) (see (6.8)), and so, as σn(tn) =
(tn, cn(tn))→ (Ω, x0) and d+Q is a generalized distance, it is deduced that σn(Ω) =
(Ω, cn(Ω))→ (Ω, x0) ∈ R×MsC , being MsC locally compact.
So, from [7, Theorem 5.15] (recall that MsC is complete) there exist a subsequence
{σnk} and a limit curve σ : [Ω,Ω], such that limk daux(σnk(s), σ(s)) = 0 for all
s ∈ [Ω,Ω]. Finally, the claim follows by taking in previous limit s as t∞ := (Ω+Ω)/2
and denoting σ(t∞) = (t∞, x∞).
Proof of the second statement. It remains to prove that J is surjective and has
continuous inverse when V / ∼st is Hausdorff.
For the surjectivity of J , consider [(P, F )] ∈ V / ∼st and take an element
(P, F ) ∈ V of the class [(P, F )]. From Lemma 5.10 (and its corresponding past
version), if P 6= ∅ (resp. F 6= ∅) there exists a terminal set Pcl (resp. Fcl) for
the metric gcl such that Pcl ⊂ P with Pop(:= I−op(P )) = I−op(Pcl) (resp. Fcl ⊂ F
with Fop(:= I
+
op(F )) = I
+
op(Fcl)). If F = ∅ (the case P = ∅ is analogous), the
stated properties of Pcl ensure that (P, ∅) ∈ ST ((Pcl, F ′cl)) for any F ′cl such that
V cl, and thus, [(P, ∅)] = J ((Pcl, F ′cl)). If P 6= ∅ 6= F , Lemma 6.12 ensures that
Pop ∼S Fop, and so, Pcl ∼S Fcl (both sets are associated to the same point in
R × MsC , see Remark 3.3 assertion (i)). In particular, (P, F ) ∈ ST ((Pcl, Fcl)),
and thus, [(P, F )] = J ((Pcl, Fcl)). In both cases, [(P, F )] = J ((Pcl, Fcl)) for some
(Pcl, Fcl) ∈ V cl.
For the continuity of J−1, consider a sequence {J ((Pncl, Fncl))} ⊂ V / ∼st and
some J ((Pcl, Fcl)) ∈ V / ∼st such that:
J ((Pcl, Fcl)) ∈ L∼st(J ((Pncl, Fncl))). (6.9)
By definition, there exist (Pn, Fn) ∈ J ((Pncl, Fncl)) and (P, F ) ∈ J ((Pcl, Fcl)) such
that:
(P, F ) ∈ L({(Pn, Fn)})
We distinguish the following two cases:
• Assume that F = ∅ (the case P = ∅ is analogous). From P ∈ Lˆ({Pn})
and g ≺0 gop, we deduce that I−op(P ) = Pop ⊂ LI({Pnop}) = LI({I−op(Pn)}).
In order to prove that Pop ∈ Lˆ({Pnop}), assume by contradiction that Pop
is not maximal into LS({Pnop}). From Lemma 5.15 there exists some P ′op
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such that Pop  P ′op ∈ Lˆ({Pnkop }) for some subsequence {Pnkop } ⊂ {Pnop}. From
Lemma 5.13, we obtain that P ′cl ∈ Lˆ({Pnkcl }), where P ′cl satisfies I−op(P ′cl) = P ′op
(recall Lemma 5.10 with g = gop). From the last assertion in Theorem 3.4,
(P ′cl, F
′
cl) ∈ L({(Pnkcl , Fnkcl )}) for any F ′cl ∈ Vˇ such that (P ′cl, F ′cl) ∈ V . The
continuity of J ensures that
J ((P ′cl, F ′cl)) ∈ L∼st({J ((Pnkcl , Fnkcl ))}). (6.10)
Therefore, from (6.9), (6.10) and the Hausdorffness of V / ∼st, we have that
J ((Pcl, Fcl)) = J ((P ′cl, F ′cl)). So, P ′cl = Pcl, and thus, P ′op = Pop a contradic-
tion.
So, Pop ∈ Lˆ({Pnop}) and from Lemma 5.13, Pcl ∈ Lˆ({Pncl}). Finally, from the
last assertion of Theorem 3.4, (Pcl, Fcl) ∈ L({(Pncl, Fncl)}).
• Assume that P 6= ∅ 6= F . From g ≺0 gop, we deduce that Pop ⊂ LI({Pnop}) and
Fop ∈ LI({Fnop}). Lemma 6.12 ensures that Pop ∼S Fop, and so, (Pop, Fop) ∈
L({(Pnop, Fnop)}) (recall [6, Proposition 3.16]). Hence, from Lemma 5.13,
(Pcl, Fcl) ∈ L({(Pncl, Fncl)}).
Remark 6.13 In contraposition to the maps Jˆ , Jˇ for the partial boundaries, now
the map J might be non-surjective. This is a consequence of the fact that a TIP
P may be S-related to multiple TIF’s F, F ′ (and viceversa), yielding more than one
point in the quotient. However, these points must be non-Hausdorff related, and so,
the Hausdorffness of V (or just of V / ∼st) would be sufficient to ensure surjectivity.
At any case, if one redefine the relation of equivalence ∼st by redefining previously
the strains in (6.3) as follows,
(P, F ) ∈ ST+((Pcl, Fcl)) ⇐⇒
{
P ∈ Πˆ−1(Jˆ (Pcl)) if P 6= ∅
F ∈ Πˇ−1(Jˇ (Fcl)) if P = ∅ , (6.11)
the new projection J will be bijective (with no assumption on Hausdorffness). Note
however that this definition introduces an asymmetry with respect to the temporal
orientation, as it is focused on the P part. In fact, we can consider a dual definition
ST− based analogously on the F part, obtaining a relation of equivalence which
differs from (6.11) (and (6.3)).
Finally, we remark that, independently of the approach considered, i.e. the
original one for ST or the time asymmetric ones ST+ and ST−, the assertions in
Remark 5.17 about the possible lack of continuity of J−1 in the non-Hausdorff case
remain true.
7 Conclusions
By using simple standard conformally stationary spacetimes (i.e., spacetimes as
in (4.1) under the hypotheses of Theorem 6.11) as model spaces, we have proved
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that isocausality yields the qualitative behavior of the c-boundary for a wide class of
spacetimes. Such spacetimes include those in the general split form V = R×M (see
(4.1), and recall that conformally related spacetimes can be also taken into account),
under the relevant hypothesis that the metric will stabilize for large values of |t|, in
the sense of (5.3) and (5.15).
Our approach has been developed in full generality by using stationary space-
times rather than static ones. This is remarkable, as one expects that the evolution
of most isolated systems will stabilize them into stationary spacetimes. The ap-
proach is applicable as the c-boundary of standard stationary spacetimes is known
[7] (including the stationary part of Kerr spacetime [4]).
Such a broad viewpoint leads to consider some technical properties of the gener-
alized distances d± for the model spacetime and their extensions d±Q to the Cauchy
boundaries. But these properties will hold trivially in practical cases. For example,
if we consider as model spacetime a static one Vcl = (R ×M, gcl = Λ(−dt2 + h))
then no hypothesis on d±Q is necessary, and we have just to check that the Cauchy
boundary for d+ (a usual distance equal to d− in the static case) is locally compact.
Obviously, this is a natural property for any model spacetime —and will always
hold in a realistic spacetime.
The results obtained in this paper can be extended to other cases. For example,
we have assumed for the model stationary spacetime the structure R × M (i.e.,
the timelike Killing vector field ∂t is complete), but one can consider also the case
I ×M where I ⊂ R is an interval. This is interesting, as all the causal elements
are conformally invariant, and spacetimes such as Robertson-Walker ones lie in this
class (up to a conformal transformation). This computation would be somewhat
long, but it can be carried out with the introduced tools and, consequently, it has
not been done here.
Summing up, the techniques introduced here complete the study of the c-boundary
in [6, 7], by making its qualitative behavior understandable even in situations with
scarce symmetries.
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